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DECEMBER 12, 1985
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL
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CHAIRWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

This is the Committee on

Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials.
a fact-finding hearing.

This hearing today is

We, the members of the Legislature,

would like to find the answers to what results a waste-to-energy
facility would have as far as the air contamination, as far as

•

groundwater contamination.

We have expert witnesses who will

tell us the need for waste-to-energy plants, tell us the capacity
of landfills that we have in this state, and in the Valley.

I

hope that we can get some very, and I know we shall get some very
objective answers to the questions we have posed to these
witnesses.

There may be a lot of interest in this hearing and in

the fact that there are some proposed waste-to-energy plants for
the San Gabriel Valley area.
very aware.

The public is very concerned and

So we are going to, following the scheduled

witnesses, we will allow some time for the public to comment.

We

will adjourn the meeting at 4:00 and anytime before 4:00,
following the scheduled witnesses, we will hear public comment.
I have cards on the table here.

If you wish to participate or

comment or be heard, please fill out one of the cards, put your
name on it, give it to Cass Luke, who is a member of my staff,
and she will number the cards according to who fills them out and
hands them to her.
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MR. JOHN ROWDEN:

Chairwoman Tanner and distinguished

members, I would like to direct my testimony today to three
specific issues:

the role that waste-to-energy projects are

expected to play in California's waste management future; what
we've learned about the technology from its use elsewhere; and
the relationship of proposed waste-to-energy projects to ongoing
waste management planning.
It is important to our appreciation of waste-to-energy
that we have a common understanding of this state's waste
disposal "track record."

As recently as 1967, the then Public

Health Department found that 75 percent of the state's disposal
sites were open burning dumps.

Since then, there have been

dramatic improvements in disposal practices.

There are no longer

any "open burning dumps" and waste disposal is accomplished by
means of sanitary landfills.

Landfills can be safe if they are

suitably sited, properly designed, and well run.
The pressure of urban growth is changing the view of
landfills, as the principal disposal solution.

No longer are

landfills close to the source of waste generation.

Wastes must

be transported over increasingly greater distances for disposal .

•

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ROWDEN:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
landfills are safe.
MR. ROWDEN:

Mr. Rowden?

You say as a matter of fact,

Is that, I mean, is that a matter of fact?
Currently, under new

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I think there are serious questions

about landfills being safe.
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Local elected officials and waste management
decision-makers recognize that stricter regulation to protect
and water quality, and public health and safety
increase the cost of landfill for solid waste.

will
The Board s

research shows that more and more of those responsible

wast

planning in their communities are looking to waste-to-ene
provide an alternative to continued landfilling.

In 1982;

survey of landfill operators showed that seven percent
to have waste-to-energy

ojects that wou

handle at leas

of the waste going to their landfills when their facility c
When asked again in 1984, 23 percent of these operators i
waste-to-energy in their future.
Waste-to-energy is a waste processing technology
wi

ly in Europe, Japan and in 27 states in this country.

burns 67 percent

its municipal solid waste.

Major

cities with waste-to-energy plants include Toronto,

•

Montreal.

U.S. cities which count on waste-to-energy inc

Chicago, Baltimore, Miami, Albany, N.Y. and Madison, Wiscons
In total, there are over 350 operating plants in
world, 63 of which are operating in the U.S.

In Californ

small waste-to-energy project is operational in Susanvil
Lassen County, and one is under construction in the City
Commerce.

In all, there are 22 waste-to-energy projects

to be operating in California within the next two to six
-
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rs.

a

a

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm going to interrupt you.

Can

describe non-attainment to the public here?
MR. ROWDEN:

Okay.

A non-attainment area under f

regulations, various air basins are required to meet federa
ambient air standards and for those air basins which have not
those ambient air standards, those are designated as
non-attainment areas.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

•

May I ask a point of question

please?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes, Mr. Lancaster.

Yes, we

Air Resources people here today.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I understand, but from

understand to be - the San Gabriel Valley, or this particula
area does not meet the EPA requirements, is that correct?
MR. ROWDEN:

Correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I just want to bring it

the record, that it does not at this time.

And I'll tal

to

Resources about that later on, but I want to get it on t
record.
MR. ROWDEN:

It is important from the Board's view

NOx emission offsets and credits should be available to
waste-to-energy projects, commensurate with their functions as
public utility.

Similarly, avoided emissions from other was e

disposal facilities should be considered.
problem for waste-to-energy projects.

This presents a uni

They are being subject

to vigorous air quality modeling to determine their potential
risk.

Yet, such tests on landfills have never been conducted no
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ASSEMBLYMAN CHUCK BADER:

You've just touched on

so-called compost approach and as we talk about waste-to-ene
there's lots of different types of concepts that are incl
that one description.

Maybe as you're presenting your test

you could relate to what type of waste-to-energy system
about as you relate it to these dangers.

You just menti

compost and we're presumably familiar---recapturing methane a
then I'm not really familiar with this heating or burni
incineration program that's being discussed.

But I'd like

o

know the relative dangers of the various types of waste-to-ene
programs here, that you're relating to here.
MR. ROWDEN:

The one specific waste-to-energy t

s

projects that I'm relating to are those that combust the was
or combust a product.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

Incineration.

No such risks to

said compost, and I guess I don't know exactly what that
and there's no risk to the recapturing of methane other
possible explosive aspect?
MR. ROWDEN:

I don't think that those have been

determined yet.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:
MR. ROWDEN:

As being risky?

ght, see one of our problems is t

really haven't assessed the potential health hazard.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

So your testimony is direct

at the incineration process?
MR. ROWDEN:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
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May I ask a question, please?
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ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:
MR. ROWDEN:

It's already law, AB 965.

I believe that the Susanville projec

provides an opportunity to at least demonstrate or look i

to

because you both have a waste-to-energy plant and a prison
there.
ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:

Great.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I have a couple of quest

like to comment on or expand upon.

s

You made a comment in

testimony about dioxins and you used the word - no immedia e

•

effect on the health which naturally leads me to the next
question, has there been any studies on the long-range effect
dioxins and maybe, perhaps for the benefit of, frankly me,
the rest of these people here, dioxins perhaps ought to
explained, exactly what creates them, how it comes about

a

what happens to dioxins; do they settle
CHAIRWOMAN T.A.NNER:

Dr. Kelter is here, who can

plan on discussing that?
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Dioxins?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Dioxins.
Well, my question then

your testimony you said the EPA had judged there was no
effect of dioxins, have there been any studies from EPA or
organization, regarding the long-range affects of dioxins?
MR. ROWDEN:

To clarify my statement, I didn't, fr

what EPA has said and I understand their position on this is
that they have said that there is no, even immediate or long-t
health risk?
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MR. ROWDEN:

No.

They had a project proposed up

re

that was never built.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ROWDEN:

Okay, it never came abou

Correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I guess my question is, a

little bit premature with our judgment that these things a
safe?

Because, you know, once you, like Mrs. Tanner and va

1

other folks in this area, I've been involved in listening t
experts tell me that we're doing everything according to t
newest and finest technology and I'm speaking now obviousl
BKK, and I accepted, you know, the expert's words.
thing you know, we had leaks.

The next

And so I don't mean to

too

skeptical but I frankly would like to have a little more
information on how, you know, these things will be safe.
talking about a lot of tonnage per day in this area.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Continue.

I don't, do you

answer to Mr. Lancaster's question?
MR. ROWDEN:

Well, it's correct that we have not

operating facilities in this state, but for the last te

•

so, the Board has been following the progress of deve
waste-to-energy technology throughout the world.

And we t

keep in touch with various states and nations in terms
development of that technology.

And though, I mean, like

getting into how this dioxin issue came about was that we
developed monitoring devices to detect minute amounts of
material.

However, there has been no, to my knowledge

studies done that show and can correlate that these
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know, have yet to be explored.

The whole area, and I'm sure

well know, the whole area of waste management has long been
neglected in terms of study and research.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, the concern of many of us

a

that since there are uncertainties, we don't want the
done here and the testing done here in the San Gabriel Vall
(audience clapping)

•

We, I'm sorry ladies and gentlemen

would appreciate it if you didn't clap or make any noises

we
we

don't allow any testimony or anyone to speak up until the t
that the public comments are open.

But, I really can't,

know, this is a very serious hearing.

We are trying to

facts and I'm sure there are going to be things that you
of and things you don't approve of being said.
appreciate it if you would just remain quiet.

About this

What about the environme

Does the environment suffer with these emissions aside from
public's health?
MR. ROWDEN:

Well, I mean, that's again a tough

actually answer without a regional or a basin assessment o

I

the effects will be in relationship to the long-term eff ct
landfill.

Again, I don't think that anywhere in the state

done, or anywhere in the nation, to my knowledge, sort of a
comprehensive environmental assessment of the pluses and
of various technologies.

What we do feel though is that

waste-to-energy provides an option to reduce the potential
hazards associated with landfilling.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We have asked different questions

no, different questions of each witness.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

But, I mean, I think generally

asked the questions that should be asked that have arisen as
consequence of this specific plant here ..
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

That's right.
As a consequence of other efforts

somewhere else up and down the state and I

think perhaps it

be most expeditious to allow these people representing t

i

various institutions to give us their testimony.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Montoya, I think so too.

would expect the witnesses to respond to these questions t
have been forwarded to them.

I also feel this hearing a

I

allow and urge members on the committee to ask any questions
they may have.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Well, I think as always, that s

appropriate that we be allowed to interrupt as we invari
I think an important consideration however, is the fact
as the elected officials, have the final decision-making
authority if we have the courage to make those decisions

•

haven't afforded much leadership in what alternatives we
be providing and all of these alternatives and all of
statements that are going to be stated today, are really
us.

We're the ones who are elected and referendumed every

years or every four years.

There hasn't been much leader

the world is doing all kinds of things, these people have to
monitor the up-to-date technology by looking at what other
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n t

fly ash -- the

fine particle portion of the ash recovered from the emission
control devices.

While five to 15% of the total ash stream is

fly ash, it is likely to require disposal at hazardous waste
disposal sites. The bottom ash (the remaining 85 to 95%) has
potential as road bed aggregate and landfill.
Further analysis of ash residues in a landfill
environment will be possible at the Lassen Project.

The college,

in conjunction with the Board, is planning to construct landfill
test cells in order to study the actual characteristics of
decomposing bottom ash, fly ash and composite ash samples as well
as samples of raw municipal waste.
Ultimately, the responsibility for determining the need
for, and the location of, waste-to-energy projects, under 50
megawatts rests with the local government.
the County Solid Waste Management Plan,
approach to waste management solutions.

This is done through

~hich

allows a regional

The County Plan process

requires a consensus approach to facility siting, although local
political pressures may delay the establishment of needed
facilities.

That consensus is reached through the approval

process for county plans which requires the adoption by the
County and the majority of the cities representing the majority
of the incorporated population.
The plans are reviewed and updated every three years as
necessary to assure the solid waste facilities are compatible
with the goals and objectives of the overall plan, and with the
state's policy.

State law mandates that County Solid Waste

Management plans be consistent with appropriate regional plans.
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until several other

witnesses are to speak, but I am going to ask Dr. Kelter to speak
next because he has to catch a plane and he won't be able to stay
with us, so if you don't mind, the other witnesses have agreed it
would be all right.

Dr. Alex Kelter is the Chief of the Office

of Health Hazard Assessment for the State Department of Health
Services, and that's a much better name, Dr. Kelter.
DR. ALEXANDER KELTER:

Thank you very much, Madame

Chairwoman and I appreciate your indulgence with my schedule and
I hope I can sort of repay that kindness by touching on some of
the unanswered questions that have come up already during the
first testimony about dioxins.

You've posed questions to the

department dealing with what we know about dioxins and what
estimates we make of the health risk from dioxins and so that's
what I'll concentrate on.
Dioxins are complex chemicals which are formed when
organic matter is burned in the presence of chlorine.

Since

virtually every synthetic and naturally occurring component of
municipal refuse has some chlorine or other (even wood, that we
burn in our fireplaces, has some chlorine in it) the burning of

•

those materials then produces some dioxins.

There are many kinds

of dioxins depending upon, at least for our interest, how much
chlorination occurs on a dioxin molecule.

There are eight

available sites on the dioxin molecule which can be chlorinated.
As a result, various combinations and permutations of which sites
have chlorine ions on them can lead to the creation of hundreds
of different dioxins all of which fall into the same family.
a greater or lesser extent, all of them are produced during
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The most commonly studied and the most well understood
dioxin

s the famous TCDD, the dioxin which contaminated Agent
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and 245T herbicides.

TCDD in animal tests has been shown

to be one of the most potent carcinogenic substances tested in
animals, although in its acute toxicity, there is quite a bit of
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is it up to two seconds; what technology for ash control is
employed, is it a low efficiency electrostatic precipitator; or a
high efficiency precipitator; is there a boiler separate from the
initial combustion chamber, which also has its own set of ash and
its own control technology.

All of these variables, and others,

change the emissions pattern.

So in trying to estimate risk, we

have to ask the applicant, or the district, or whoever is asking
for our opinion, the best guess they have about what the waste

•

stream is going to be like so that we can then apply whatever we
know about the toxicity of those various dioxins to the answer.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

May I interrupt please?

Yes, Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

We're kind of dealing with a

unique circumstance here, we're dealing with the law, and a
decision-making body would not really be involved in this except
for the megawatts, talking about the Irwindale plant, the
megawatts they say they are going to generate out of this.

In

other words, if it was 50 megawatts or below, the Energy
Commission's role would be nothing.

•

Because it's 50 megawatts or

above, the local participation, I'm talking about air quality and
things of that nature, becomes advisory and that's the state law
and that's unfortunate but that's what the law says.
is your role?

Now, what

I'm talking about the Office of Health Hazard

Assessment, in this whole process of permitting?
advisory?
DR. KELTER:

Yes.
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Are you

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
your opinion?

Are you required by law to give

To the Energy Commission I'm talking about now.

DR. KELTER:

That's a great question, for which I don't,

I have a general answer, but I don't have a specific answer.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Well, then let me have your

general answer then we'll take it from there.
DR. KELTER:

My general answer is, I think it's the

department's role to provide whatever expertise it has to solving
public

lth problems.

I don't think we have a specific statute

which says you shall perform risk assessments on energy-producing
facilities

but we do, and I think under our general

responsibilities.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So you have no official role but

your department obviously feels a responsibility to participate?
DR. KELTER:

I think that's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
those energy

Do you have any official role in

lepers, that specifically of th s kind, are less

50 megawatts?
DR. KELTER:
given local

I don't believe we do.

by, in this case, the air pollut

management district.

I think permits are
or air quality

I think there may be a solid waste permit

, I'm not an expert on the permitting end of things.
There may

t involved if some of the ash

a hazardous waste pe

turns out to

hazardous waste.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
talking about d

Which in this case, we're

in which is chlorine gas which is a hazard.
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DR. KELTER:

Dioxins may make it hazardous waste, some

of the metals may also make it hazardous waste.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I just wanted to bring that to

the attention of the committee, and frankly the public, that this
whole system involved in permitting on this particular site,
which kind of developed because of everybody's desire to get some
energy when we were going through the crisis.

And there are some

problems as far as accountability and access to the permit
process and I just wanted to bring that up to your attention.
Obviously, the Office of Health Hazard Assessment, in my
judgment, ought to have some role to play in whether or not this
thing meets their criteria as to whether it's hazardous or not
hazardous, and I just wanted to bring that point up.
very much.

Thank you

I'm sorry to interrupt.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Under 1807 though, you are perhaps

not required, but certainly given the authority, to test and make
recommendations about the toxicity of the emissions.
DR. KELTER:

Right.

Right?

We provide estimates of risk to the

Air Resources Board in the 1807 process on many air pollutants,
some of which are those that come out of these facilities.

I

Specifically, dioxins, the issue of dioxins is now bouncing back
and forth between us and the Scientific Review Panel, and I
believe the Panel will complete its revifw of our revised
document either in December or January.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So we will have some answers by

then?
DR. KELTER:

Yes.

-
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

What about furans?

What are, what's

a furan?
DR. KELTER:
ioxins.
benzine
one

differ by one oxygen bridge between two carbon
s.

i

t

Dioxin has two oxygen bridges and furan only has
cally they behave the same

same way.
hink we

·il'le

Furans are chemically very similar to

The major difference from our perspective is,

a small amount of data on dioxins, we have even

e s on furans.

So, we estimate somewhat arbitrarily what the

oxic ty of furans would be compar
of

They're created in

to what we know about some

dioxins
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. KELTER:
wish to give.

All right, continue.

That's really one element of the testimony

The

r element is ...

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Are we leavi

dioxins at the

esent time?
DR. KELTER:

No.
LANCASTER:

DR. KELTER:
t's real
dioxins t

all I
t

No, if I left dioxins I'd leave the stand.
to talk about.
touch upon is

I

d fficu t to
we 1

Thank

other element of

tection and risk.

r Dr. Robert Stevens

lf

h

touch just

It is

e he speaks so

the was unable to be here today, so I'll

a moment on laboratory detection.

Very few

laboratories in

world really, have experience in measuring

dioxins in

, in human spec

or othe s.

So

ns, such as blood, or fat,

when we're given laboratory results of a test

-
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burn, and asked to estimate the risks of whatever is in that
material, it's common for the information to be given to us as
total dioxins.

And I think in the future, we should expect that

until laboratory capabilities catch up with some of the other
technological improvements that are coming along, we will often
be dealing with laboratory results that show total dioxins and it
will involve a little bit of "guesstimate" about what the mixture
of dioxins within that total figure is.

That becomes important

to us because of the two kinds of dioxins.which have been studied
in animal cancer tests.

There's a difference of about 40-fold in

the strength of the carcinogen reaction in animals.

For example,

the TCDD, the stuff from Agent Orange 245T, causes tumors in
laboratory animals about 40 times more than does the
hexachlorodioxins and the interesting part of these, this is a
hexachloro -- meaning six chlorines rather than just four on the
molecule, apparently weakens it with regard to causing cancer in
lab animals and the mixture of dioxins that seems to come out of
most waste-to-energy facilities is much more in the range of a
six chlorine substitution, seven chlorine substitution, eight
chlorine substitution and eight is considered virtually non-toxic

I

by most scientists, rather than down in the four and five
chlorine range which is where the real heavy duty toxicity is.
We have proposed then to the Air Resources Board and the
Scientific Review Panel, we have our own way of estimating what
the risk of a mixture might be which is somewhat different from
the method that EPA uses to estimate risk .from a mixture, it's
different from the way New York state does it, and it's different

-
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from the way Sweden does it and Canada does it.
over

world are trying to respond to slow i

avai

le
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Scientists all
rovements in the

t there are a lot of admittedly arbitrary

guesses that scientists make to try and fill in where there is no
in

rmation.
So, if the mixture really is weighted towards the six,

seven, eight chlorine dioxins rather than the four, five
rinated dioxins, the public health ris

will

significantly

less.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Dr. Kelter, I'm going to interrupt
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we don't scientifically

understand enough about how mixtures increase or in some cases
decrease toxicity.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But in the case of the department

then, set aside, I mean, the fact that scientists have to study
these substances one at a time, make recommendations, and set
standards for these substances one at a time.

But then the

Department of Health Services has a responsibility to view the
entire picture, is that correct or not correct?
DR. KELTER:

That's a good question.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It would seem to me that that would

be the state's responsibility, the department's responsibility,
to make sure that if there is a combination of elements or
substances that could cause a serious health risk, that it would
be up to the department to say so, or attempt to prevent that.
DR. KELTER:

I agree, it would be up to the department

if we had the ability to provide an estimate of what the
increased risk was, I'm not sure we have that ability, I'm not
sure anyone has that ability.

What this may boil down to then is

that we will continue to provide our estimates of risk as best we
can in the process that we call risk assessment but the ultimate
decision about how much is too much for the air of a given place
will be one of those elements in the risk management decision
that the district or the permitting agency, whoever that is, will
make.

My staff and I, and the department, would be happy to

contribute to that process if we felt we knew how, but, in the
absence of some reliable scientific way to estimate the risk of
mixtures, we usually are forced to provide what we know or what
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we estimate, and that is risks of single things one at a time,
a

let the districts do what they can.
re's only one other point that I would have made

voluntarily, and then I'll be happy to try and respond to the
rest

questions.

You've probably noticed by now, that when

I appear before your committee I try to avoid using words like
safe and unsafe, risky and not risky, hazardous and nonzar

s, because the work my sta

and whites, but all shades of gray.

and I do has really no black
Penicillin, aspirin,

medicines of all kinds kill people in this country and around the
world every year.
Sma

vaccine used to cause some cases of smallpox.

Every

ing has its risks.

safe or unsafe.
of ri

, t

is

So we try not to say that things are

We try to estimate as best we can the magnitude

amount of it, the nature of it, a

allow

ers to factor that into their decision-making

ocess.
t

Polio vaccine, in some cases, causes polio.

You know, certainly through your
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on
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r committee, that numbers

es that we don't know how to

nces here in
t are

tor in a lot of complex

mixtures, that we are having more and more luck acquiring
format
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r
like.

year, but there's still not as much as we
So we try not to say that something is safe or

unsafe, good or bad, black or white.

The best we can do is

estimate what shade of gray it is a

allow the public process of

ision-maki

to run its course.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Senator Montoya.
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And I have a
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Dr. Kelter, to state it another way,
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There is an undeterminable risk element

which we, as decision-makers, must live with, even if the Health
Services Department is involved with it.
what you're telling us?
DR. KELTER:

Is that in essence,

If not, what?

Let me try and say it in my own way and see

if that addresses

r concern.

We estimate risk, we don't know

what the risk is, we try and estimate it.
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reasons why we don't know it and all those reasons add
uncertainty to our estimate, so
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estimates are uncertain.
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its how uncertain we are, but the uncertainty
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at that point

perhaps, when there's a lab test for dioxin exposure or when
there's a laboratory test to see when a person's cells have been
affected by some chemical at that point, the answer to your
question might be yes but at this point, I don't think
constructing a facility would help me or my staff estimate human
risk.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

One more, one more final question, not

necessarily to you Dr. Kelter, but is there someone out there
representing the various bureaucracies that are here that can
unequivocally state to us that because of the environmental
conditions, because of where we sit, in Los Angeles County that
we should definitively not establish a research plant or any kind
of a facility?

I'd like that unequivocally stated, more

unequivocally than bureaucrats tend to give us those answers if
possible.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

A couple of questions, I think.

First of all, the scientific end of dioxin.

You now have

ascertained that it is a fact that dioxin has a residue, and it
can come in animal fats, things of this nature, so therefore that
is a fact, it does hang around, is that correct?
DR. KELTER:

Yes, and the ability of the various dioxins

to be detected in animal tissues varies with the kind of dioxin
that i

is.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I understand.

In other words

there is a degree in difference, as you mentioned earlier, which
I understand, but we're talking about burners that burn household
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DR. KELTER:

Yes, some of the information we heard from

the Swedes included some results that they have of what they
called, I think the phrase was something like, secure-landfill.
Sweden has a couple of dozen waste burning facilities and in one
or more of them they made a concerted effort to deposit the ash
in what they felt was a secure landfill and are very carefully
studying the runoff from that landfill and it does contain
numerous members of the dioxin family.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So, you really can't, I know you

can't say, at this point, what the long-range effect of dioxin
is, but in other words it is a residue that does stay around,
does hang around a particular area and I know you can't say.

I'm

not trying to put you on the spot, but it's a fact that it does
hang around, that's a scientific fact.
DR. KELTER:

That's true and furthermore, a Swedish

ofessor, in his study of certain animals in Sweden, has found
that a certain amount of biomagnification occurs up the food
chain.

For example, certain birds which eat marine fish, can be

found to have elevated levels of the dioxins in bird fat,

•

esumably which comes from fat materials of the fish they eat .
The fish have to get it from somewhere and presumably they get it
from the deposition of air pollution into the waterways which
eventually goes out into the ocean.
ASSEMBLY?~N

LANCASTER:

I have a question, Dr. Kelter, I

know you've been monitoring this type of system, I guess,
throughout the world, trying to ascertain what the facts are from
what happened out there.

Have you been able to monitor, not you
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ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

All of this talk about dioxins may

be a little bit above my head, but let me try and ask a question
here.

Are dioxins created through the burning process alone?
DR. KELTER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

In other words something that is put

in the ground to decompose doesn't create dioxins?
DR. KELTER:

I'm not aware of any known creation of

dioxin other than by combustion.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

Decomposing trash and refuse that

yields methane, I'm asking the same question, does not produce
the dioxins we've been talking about?
DR. KELTER:

I can't answer that question from direct

knowledge, but I believe at several scientific discussions, I've
heard scientists discuss the results of lab tests on, for
example, landfill effluent, or landfill runoff.

And on municipal

refuse itself, one of the Canadian facilities, for example, had
some experiments done on it, where they compared the amount of
dioxin going into the plant in the refuse, and the amount created
by the combustion process.

•

And at least in one set of

experiments there was actually a reduction.

There was more

dioxin going into the plant than there was coming out, so some of
it was consumed by the combustion process.

What they did not

present, because the lab data wasn't adequate, was the mixture.
Was the incoming mixture heavier in the four, five, six dioxins
and the waste stream heavier in the six, seven, eight dioxins?
That would be important to public health because the toxicity
changes with the number of chlorines.
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frightening to think that the scientific community doesn't know
for sure how dangerous, although it feels that that substance is
dangerous, but, how dangerous or what quantity might be emitted
into the air or into the groundwater.

Yet we are being asked to

accept those plants in this Valley and the Waste Management Board
apparently is encouraging the state to use those plants, is that
right, without the knowledge of how, what the risk is.

And I'm

not asking you to respond on that but it just, you know your
testimony just makes it even clearer to me that we don't know
yet, I mean, how can we take a chance when we don't know what the
dangers are?
DR. KELTER: I would like to give a short response if I
may?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. KELTER:

All right.

In at least one facility recently, one

facility application, we did consult very heavily with the San
Diego Air Pollution Control District in their north county risk
assessment and if I'm not mistaken, the district did award the
permit to that facility to proceed.

I have to assume, therefore,

that the district, the Air Pollution Control District regarded

I

our estimate of risk as one which was, in their eyes, acceptable
in their district because they did award the permit.

I don•t

have the numbers in front of me, I believe the estimate that we
provided for the conditions that were estimated for that plant
were in this mythical one-in-a-million ballpark that we often
talk about.

So yes, it's true there's a lot of uncertainty.

use the same estimates, the same techniques to estimate these
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I'm not aware that

we've engaged in an integrated process of that kind.

When we are

asked to estimate the risk of a burning facility we're given an
estimate of what the ash and the process will contain.

I guess

we could do such a thing if we had some knowledge of the effluent
and potential exposure resulting from the landfill.

Certainly we

know some of those, and we've had experience with a few landfills
actually not too far from here, where landfill gas containing not
only methane but some other organics as well, has been known to

•

migrate off landfill sites and present risks to nearby
neighborhoods.

So we've done it in bits and pieces but we've not

done it in an integrated way.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Okay, thank you very much, Doctor

Kelter.
DR. KELTER:

Thank you for your indulgence.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Maguin.

Our next witness is Mr. Stephen

He is the Department Engineer from the Solid Waste

Management Program, Los Angeles County Sanitation District.
Mr. Maguin.
MR. STEPHEN MAGUIN:
the committee.

•

Madame Chairwoman and members of

Before I get into the waste management picture,

just for those of you who are not familiar with the organization,
I know some are, and have been a member in the past, we serve 76
of the cities in Los Angeles County, plus substantial
unincorporated territories and are governed by our Boards of
Directors, which consists of the mayors of those 76 cities, plus
the County Board of Supervisors, just to give you a feel for the
regional, political ...
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I apologize again, I hate to

interrupt and I don't like to ...
MR. MAGUIN:

Please don't apologize.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

You know, you use the term you

have the responsibility for the disposal of nonhazardous waste,
right?
MR. MAGUIN: Yes, sir.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

And that, by definition, means

that that is not declared to be toxic by state law.

In other

words, you have a Class I type thing, whatever it is, a toxic
waste permit, requires a separate permit, but you use the term
nonhazardous waste.
Kelter's remarks.

You have no experience in going back to Dr.
In other words, I'm just wondering if these

things will create a hazardous waste condition.

You say you're

dealing with nonhazardous waste, right?
MR. MAGUIN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

You burn the waste, and I'm just

ring whether it becomes hazardous or not?
MR. MAGUIN:

Well, I think you heard Dr. Kelter speak to

the fact that there are operating facilities that have been
tested so we have been able to test the exhaust gases to find out
what toxic components are being contained.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I raise the question because

this is a new method of disposal for the sanitation district in
this area?
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It must be

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Okay, so we have kind of a

different approach going on now 1n the sense you're bringing
nonhazardous material and which is now by definition deemed to be
nonhazardous, and continues to be deemed nonhazardous by
definition of law.

All of a sudden we have the circumstance by

this methodology of creating the possibility of a hazardous
waste.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Mountjoy.

ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:

Basically that would be the point

of my last question -- the comparison.

What Mr. Lancaster is

saying here, you take this cup and you bury it, it's not
hazardous, you burn it and the residue in the cup becomes
hazardous, I guess that's kind of where we're going or what we're
hearing.
MR. MAGUIN:

Could be.

I think there's a preponderance

of evidence and I know Mrs. Tanner is familiar with this because
of the extensive debate on the piece of legislation last year on
management of ash from waste-to-energy facilities.

It is more

than likely that these ashes will be tested and found
nonhazardous.

•

All of the work we've done and provided the

department with have indicated that's the case.

But the law

provides for those cases in which the ash may test out to be
hazardous because there is a concentrating phenomenon.

You're

taking the waste and putting in one-tenth of the volume and so
you're concentrating certain parameters, and so there is a chance
and the law has made provision for that chance.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right, continue.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And then it didn't, all right is it

your department that is recommending the Azusa and Puente Hills?
MR. MAGUIN:

No.

We're not involved in either the

Irwindale or Azusa facilities, we are very much involved in
Puente Hills and Spadra.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. MAGUIN:

Puente Hills.

Puente Hills and Spadra and I'll speak to

both of those as well as the other projects .

•

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

I have one more question.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Bader has a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

Related question, you touched on the

landfill sites that you have now, compared to what you had a few
years ago.

The numbers are down.

District's plans for the future?

What is the Sanitation
Are you seeking alternatives t

landfill sites, or are you going to try and increase the number
of landfill sites?
MR. MAGUIN:

Bear with me a moment.

Again I think it's

a combination of all those things, it's increasing our capacity
and taking steps to ensure that that capacity lasts as long as it
can by reducing how much we fill the hole up.

I

Again, looking at

our waste stream, we developed what our Board of Directors have
adopted as the Sanitation District's goals for waste management.
The 40,000 tons that we now have, essentially is all landfill.
There is some small amount of recycling going on.
2000, this county will produce 45,000 tons.

By the year

As much as we speak

of waste reduction and source control, the generation in the
county per capita, each person, is increasing about two percent
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in favor of
guess the jury

is still out as to the appropriateness of this technology.

One

of the things that concerns me in the county sanitation district
is, and I've wanted to ask this question of Mr. Cary but I'll ask
you in his absence.

In the Carson area, there is a sanitation

district facility which is a sewage treatment facility and there
are huge flames being generated, you go by there and there's one,
two, or three flames depending upon how much methane gas is being
vented at any particular time, and that flame is just basically
going into the air.

I mean, I don't see any electricity being

generated by that, I don't see anything other than a flame that
possibly provides some light to the freeway that goes by it.

No

good is coming out of it, so I don't understand how in one case
you have this incredible resource of flame going up into the
atmosphere and you're not generating electricity from it, or
anything.

And then the other situation we're proposing to spend

millions of dollars in these facilities so that we can capture
that and then generate electricity.

I don't understand, don't

you people kind of use the same, does the sewage division not
talk to the solid waste division about cogeneration?

•

MR. MAGUIN:
facility in Carson.

Yes, we do.

Let me explain about the

For about 30 years it has converted the

methane too for electricity and power for ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:
MR. MAGUIN:

Why do I see the flame going up?

You see a small amount of surplus gas.

have several things going on there.

We have engines that have

been there, again for about 30 years which produce the
electricity to power the plant.

We sell some surplus to
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We

neighboring refineries that can use the gas and whatever little
bit, there is a cycle throughout the day, whatever surplus is
eft is combusted for odor control.
construction

Now, what's been under

r the last three years, and due to start up in the

next few months is what the facility called the total energy
which we will be able to combust.

The refinery is going to be

cut off, and we will combust every cubic foot of gas produced at
that facility.

That facility is already in place.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:

You will combust the gas for the

rpose of ...
MR. MAGUIN:

Producing energy.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:
MR. MAGUIN:

Electricity.

Yes, sir, to power that treatment facility.
ELDER:

Now in terms of what is burned

there, does that create any dioxins in that gas?
ever looked at that?

Has anybody

We've been doing it for many years

rent
~~GUIN:

MR.
lter

Yea, I guess I'd give the same answer Dr.

I don't believe so, it's not the same combination

of materials.
ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:
t know
MR. MAGUIN:

Dioxins are probably not a problem

ther they're a problem?
I personally don't know, my opinion is ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:

I would like an answer on this from

district.
MR. MAGUIN:
mentioned

I might add one more thing sir, because you

ing aggressive in energy and I think we are.
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I

mentioned what we're doing in the sewage treatment field and our
existing landfills, I think we've been one of the leaders in the
nation in capturing gas from landfills which otherwise would be
an environmental problem, and convert it to electricity.

We have

under construction, we've had operative for over two years gas
turbines which convert landfill gas to electricity, the first
application in the world and we have under construction right now
at our Puente Hills landfill a facility that will be the largest
landfill gas-to-electricity facility in the world, that will
supply 100,000 homes from one landfill.
ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:

Will the odor control be 100 percent

once this thing is operational?
MR. MAGUIN:

From the facility in Carson?

ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:
MR. MAGUIN:

Yes.

We're still collecting the same amount of

gas and it will still be used or flared, I don't think there'll
be any increase in odor control.

It'll be more effectively

converted to electricity.
ASSEMBLYMAN ELDER:

•

Odor control is something you ought

to get on .
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. MAGUIN:

Yes, continue.

Okay, I've set the stage for why we are

into waste-to-energy, why our Board of Directors has directed us
to move towards this goal of burning half the waste, almost half
of the waste in the county by the year 2000.
happen overnight.
2000.

That's not going to

I don't believe it will happen by the year

The cost is something like three and one-half billion
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as a 10,000 ton per day

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. MAGUIN:

One thousand?

No, I'm going to explain that to you.

Its

status is this, we have done a draft environmental impact report,
and have not yet completed the final.

The draft evaluated a

range of facility sizes from 2,000 to 10,000.

Our Board of

Directors has not decided on the size of that facility, I doubt
it will be 10,000 but the EIR giving a range, gave us the
opportunity to do an extensive environmental impact analysis,
specifically in the air area, of a facility as large as 10,000
tons per day.

And if you would like to know the results, I'd be

glad to give them to you, because we found no significant
environmental impact even at 10,000 tons per day.

But, the

facility has not been proposed at 10,000, I want to stress that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I guess I missed something, how do

you mean you have found that there would be no ...
MR. MAGUIN:
and a local.

We did an impact analysis, both a regional

The local analysis is based on mathematical

modeling, computer modeling approved by both the Environmental
Protection Agency and South Coast Air Quality Management
District.
I

Modeling as though the facility were there, we used

400 locations on the ground and we modeled every hour of a year;
it ended up being some four-million calculations to predict what
the ground level concentration would be, the air the citizens
would breathe, if that facility were operating at 10,000 tons per
day and we found no significant impact above ambient air quality.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Did you have scientists do that?

mean, I can't understand how Dr. Kelter said that there was no
way for them to determine how much ...
-
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e

Co~~erce

facility

my agency and the

City of Commerce, which is the furthest along.

It will be really

the first operating full-scale facility in California, and again,
as I mentioned, it'll begin its operation in 1986.

Further south

in the City of Southgate, another joint venture, the City of
Southgate.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
MR. MAGUIN:

What is the tonnage of Commerce?

Commerce is 300 tons per day.

I'm sorry,

it was designed to be built in segments, it will be expanded up
to 900 tons per day.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

What was the Spadra tonnage

again?
MR. MAGUIN:

1,000.

So that it would serve essentially

the same tributary area that the landfill has served for the last
20 years.

By the way, I mentioned Puente Hills, 2,000 to 10,000,

I want to put that in the context that the Puente Hills landfill
currently receives an average of 12,000 tons per day.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. MAGUIN:
county today, sir.

You're not burning it?

No, there's nothing being burned in this
City of Southgate and the sanitation

districts are joint sponsors of a project in the City of
I

Southgate at 375 tons per day which would serve up to three
cities in that general locale.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

In the City of Long Beach and ...

Excuse me, that Southgate is a joint

venture between Southgate and two other cities?
MR. MAGUIN:

No, no, it's between Southgate and the

sanitation districts but may serve the waste management needs of
other cities.

In the City of Long Beach another project is very
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et

quickly.

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

I mean, with a map and tonnage and

that kind of stuff.
MR. MAGUIN:

Yea, I have some figures that I can leave

today that show that graphically.

I would be glad to leave that

with the committee today.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Mountjoy, I'm sorry, Senator

Montoya.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
copy of that.

Yes, I think we'd all like to have a

One other thing that I would ask if you would dare

to speculate for just a moment.

Why do you think with such

significant more tonnage, up to 10,000, and you say currently the
La Puente landfill is receiving 12,000 actually, and already it
begins to look like Mt. Everest, I'm assuming that half of those
constituents in Hacienda Heights which are my constituents, the
other half being Bob Campbell's, you would think that some
opposition would have developed there.

You're talking about the

same kind of a facility perhaps further down the road.

Why is it

that politically, no flack came from Hacienda Heights and little
old Irwindale which I also represent has received such a ... would
you dare to speculate as to why that is?

•

MR. MAGUIN:
sir.

Well, I'm not sure your premise is correct

There was considerable opposition when we held the hearing.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Well, let's put it this way, not

reported in the press which is reality to a lot of people.
MR. MAGUIN:

It was reported on television, Mr. Baca

from Hacienda Heights' group is here and I'm sure he'll verify
that we had some 200 people, Will?
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MR. MAGUIN:

You can talk about BKK and

or

which are

both probably operative but ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. MAGUIN:

No, no.

We've been inspected by just about every

agency.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

You're talking about current

events, I presume?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

•

I'm really interested in seeing that

report, seeing how you determined that there wouldn't be a
significant problem.
MR. MAGUIN:

I'd like to see that report.
I'll have the environmental impact analysis

in your office today.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
appreciate that.

Would you?

All right, I would

Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Senator Montoya said we are all

interested in getting a copy of that if we can.
MR. MAGUIN:

I'll leave some graphical summaries with

you today and anyone who would like, I'll have delivered to all
their offices.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

The committee will make everything

available to every member.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

My question, if I may, Mrs.

Tanner, if you will just kind of bear with me for a moment, is
not really directly related but I've got to ask this question
while I have the opportunity to have the Chief Engineer and the
General Manager, that's what you are, aren't you?
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
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This is Mr. Maguin.
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then secondarily to the

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I wanted to ask the question

because there is a related, obviously related to what your
testimony was, but there are obviously serious problems out there
as far as liability coverage concerning all of us.
MR. MAGUIN:

Absolutely sir, but my other point is that

it runs across all of our activities.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

All right.

Senator Montoya.

An important component, because one of

the important considerations in this dialogue or monologue of the
San Gabriel Valley Tribune, has been that we're going to be the
garbage dump for all of L.A. County.

I think that's a very

appropriate consideration and of course I think there is some
basis in fact that the west side likes to keep itself
environmentally pure and let the consequences come wherever.

In

the landfill alternatives it will have to have over the course
from now to 2000, in this waste-to-energy thing, has there been a
black and white consideration?

Is it down on paper somewhere as

to each area is going to have to provide for its own facilities?
MR. MAGUIN:

That's a very difficult question, let me

answer it in two ways.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

That's a difficult political question,

it shouldn't be difficult in terms of ...
MR. MAGUIN:

Absolutely.

SENATOR MONTOYA: ... getting each area to be responsible.
MR. MAGUIN:

The premise in law now is that the level of

responsibility for that
not the city.

kind~of

planning is at the county level,

The county constructs a plan and the cities review
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

The fact is we had legislation that

required that the county be responsible for their own hazardous
waste, and it was the L.A County Board of Supervisors who opposed
that legislation.

And the Governor in his veto message mentioned

that the L.A. County Board of Supervisors opposed legislation
where every county would be responsible for their own hazardous
waste that they generate.

And so I question whether maybe they

would like to have it come here to the Valley, I don't know .

•

Thank you very much.
Before we continue I did forget to introduce my staff,
the committee staff.

This is Dorothy Rice who is a consultant to

the committee, and Winnie Schneider who is the committee
secretary.

Our next witness is Mr. Ernesto Perez, who is the

Public Advisor to the California Energy Commission.
MR. ERNESTO PEREZ:

Chairwoman Tanner and members of the

committee.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I

I wonder if you could speak up?

The

audience can't hear you.
MR. PEREZ:

Can you hear me

no~,

questions that were presented to me were:

is that better?

The

first, what is the

commission's role in approving some of the San Gabriel Valley
waste-to-energy proposals, specifically Irwindale, Puente Hills,
Azusa, and Spadra?

My answer is as follows:

The California

Energy Commission is lead agency for environmental review, and
all state, regional, and local agency licensing activities for
thermal power plants producing more than 50 megawatts of
electricity.

The commission's certification is in lieu of any
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ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

You folks either accept or reject

their advice?
MR. PEREZ:

If we refer to actual practice over the last

ten years of the commission's licensing activities, we accept.
On those occasions in which we have been dissatisfied with the
recommendations of the displaced agencies, it has been for the
purpose of augmenting the standards that they have recommended to
the power plant licensing.
Substantively, the CEC review verifies compliance with
the California Environmental Quality Act, all state, regional,
and local laws, ordinances, standards, and regulations, and any
other specific energy-related conditions required by the
Warren-Alquist Act.

Foremost among the latter is whether the

proposed facility's power is needed to reasonably balance
requirements of state and service area growth and development,
protection of public health and safety, preservation of
environmental quality, maintenance of a sound economy, and
conservation of energy resources reasonably expected to occur.
The Irwindale Resource Recovery Facility at 80 megawatts
is currently undergoing review by the California Energy

•

Commission according to the above criteria in a comprehensive
series of public workshops and hearings that are initially
organized along a 12-month schedule.

The enclosed notice, which

is attached to the back of my testimony, of a workshop to be held
on December 20, 1985, close to the proposed Irwindale site, gives
a representative impression of the scope and detail of the work
now in progress.
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that the proposed facility is the first major MSW energy proposal
in California and is proposed to be one of the largest worldwide,
the Committee expects the regulatory process to be used to
disclose and address all known potential health effects from the
construction and operation of such a facility.
Being committed to this course, the Committee proposes
that the inquiry be focused and coordinated to concentrate the
maximum professional and technical resources on issues which may
be critical to the disposition of the Irwindale application on
public health and safety grounds."
As a final comment I would like to point out to the
committee that I have provided samples of the NOI-AFC siting
guides which my office prepares.

I'm available as a

gubernatorial appointment to provide my independent legal advice
to parties who are interested in participating in the
commission's proceedings.

Are there any questions I can answer

at this time?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Bader has a question and then

Mr. Lancaster.

•

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

You were just getting into your, I

mean, you were just leaving your testimony and got into your
surr~ary

when you were talking about the commission's jurisdiction

over the Irwindale site but not over, if I understand correctly,
the Spadra site, and one other site.
MR. PEREZ:

Neither Spadra or Azusa, because of the

megawatt sizing.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.
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MR. PEREZ:

In response to the question of the local

agency participation, the CEC process directly integrates all
substantive permitting standards.

For example, air quality,

public health, biological resources, water quality, noise, etc.,
from all interested state, regional, and local governmental
agencies, by notifying them at the beginning of its process of
the project under consideration.

Then as the case proceeds, each

agency is free to develop its participation usually by proposing
license conditions in its area of jurisdictional expertise.
Routinely, the CEC's process involves up to 75 different state,
regional, and local governmental entities.

What we currently

have in this proceeding as formal participants in our licensing
process is at least 12 local city governments, the South Coast
Air Quality Management District, the State Air Resources Board,
and several others I am omitting by memory.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Does that answer your question?

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

No, not really.

The

Warren-Alquist Act established the procedure for the development
energy.

And the energy circumstances, as I understand it, has

improved considerably has it not, over the last few years in the

•

State of California?
MR. PEREZ:

Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

And yet you find yourself now in

the position of ruling on entities that, perhaps as they create
energy but really the energy they create is really kind of a side
effect of what their motive is -- to burn trash.
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re alternatives to
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My question, I

r some reason the Energy Commission,
responsibili
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totally, their basic

responsibility is the development of energy in California,
determines that that energy is not going to go to Irwindale.
Regardless of all these other things we're going through, they
determine that they don't need the energy, then why are you even
bothering granting permits?
MR. PEREZ:

If the commission determined that the

electricity were not needed first in the Southern California
Edison service area, that alone would be a ground sufficient to
deny the application.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

On that point, that totally ignores

the basic issue which is trash disposal.

It has nothing to do

with energy, and the alternatives that are being talked about is
burying it or burning it.

And once again, I totally agree with

Bill's comment that, I guess the energy production is nice and
all that, but it's kind of secondary to the basic issues we're
talking about.
MR. PEREZ:

I understand.

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

We're talking about trash disposal

and whether, in fact, incineration is a safe method of disposal.
I'm just mind-boggled when you told us, and I asked you the
question that you're the lead agency and here we're having a hard
time understanding that, and if you're the lead agency, why don't
have any jurisdiction over Spadra and Azusa?

If you don't

have jurisdiction over them, then I'm questioning whether you are
the lead agency on any ...
MR. PEREZ:

I'm not sure this will make you happy, but

it'll at least demonstrate consistency.
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SENATOR MONTOYA:

That's one of the considerations.

The

other thing was that waste-to-energy would not be economically
feasible for any time in the future if in addition to just
burning waste, you didn't as an alternative to make the process
more efficient, create either steam energy or whatever other kind
of energy to subsidize the actual cost, otherwise you'd have to
charge people $25 or $30 a ton and now it's at about $7 a ton or
whatever.

So that was the reason.

There was a noble, I think,

reason for having had a different permitting process which
allowed more local participation and that's why, yes, in fact,
the CEC is involved in major plants producing energy.

But major

plants are deemed to be over 50 megawatts:
Is that, in essence, true?
MR. PEREZ:

Yes, thank you very much.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
because it's important.

I'd like to just follow that,

What we've got are circumstances where

the Warren-Alquist bill is beside the point.

The fact of the

matter is we have a circumstance now with the state, again, is
going to have the ability to come in and usurp, in effect,
preempt the ability of the local people in these plants and the
fact of the matter is if it is more than 50 megawatts, what this
county decides to do or what this city decides to do, very
candidly, becomes the responsibility of the state and this is not
primary energy producers and they are not sold as such.

It is a

trash burner and I really think that the judgment you see ought
to be at the local level.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Are there any other questions?
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SENATOR MONTOYA:
arif cation

t

Well, again, there has to be one

is, if you create under 50 megawatts, you

assure even more local participation.

So if this plant were to

under 50 megawatts, there would

an even larger local impact

by virtue of that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

and

t

Do you have more testimony?

MR. PEREZ

I

just wanted to add one closing statement

is that

commission is very affirmatively obligated

to integrating both governmental as well as private citizen

... . .

tion in its

r,_lCl

ocess to the extent that it has

risdiction and it is worthwhile noting that while this is a
controvers

1 project, it by no means is

the cowmission has had

rience with and as recently as last
in a proceeding which involved almost

year, the

00

rmal interveners that rais

Farm Bureau.
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we do

I'm aware of

stions?
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it in an effective manner.
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r
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l
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ers all

local Sierra Club

int

largest project that

Thank

Mr. Pe e
vision

t

thank you.

All

very much, Mr. Perez.

Venturini

is

Our

Chief of the

State Air Resources Board, Mr.

Venturini?
MR. PETER VENTURINI:
r 15

nutes.

Resources Board here

I

Good morning, I can say that for
you for inviting the Air

want to
to

re with you our efforts that

6 -

we've been making in evaluating and looking at waste-to-energy
facilities in California.

In the interest of time, rather than

read my entire statement, with your permission, I'll just
summarize and provide the highlights of my statement.
Let me say at the outset, I'm going to focus my efforts
on other activities and a more statewide interest and not address
specific issues with respect to these facilities in San Gabriel
Valley or some of the local air quality issues, since those are
going to be covered by the following speakers from the South
Coast District.
Basically, the bottom line of what we have been doing
over the last six to seven years, since we are not the air
permitting agency for these facilities, that responsibility rests
with the 43 local air pollution control districts in the state.
Our role has been one, to try to gather the best emissions
information that we can from these facilities to make that data
available to the districts and project applicants, so that during
the permitting process, everyone will have the benefit of what
is, hopefully, the best information that is available.
Probably the biggest, since our involvement starting in
'79, our major effort was the publication in May of 1984, of a
report titled "Air Pollution Control of Resource Recovery
Facilities".

I've provided two copies to the committee and the

purpose in preparing that report was to put together all the
available information at that time on emissions from these
facilities and control technology that was available to reduce
these emissions.

Our purpose was to provide assistance and
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guidance to districts throughout the state who may have to deal
with these projects and also to provi

some indication to

oject applicants of the types of concerns we have to address.
in that that report has received both national
international recognition as the cons

s of assessment

the emissions and current technology for

se facilities.

Since 1984, we've really focused all of our efforts on
noncr teria pol

tants from these

ilities, specifically,

dioxins and furans and our efforts in this area have been
primari

to gather further emissions data

in conjunction with the Waste Management Board and

contracti

ies

r

r

testing at specific facilities, or for

entering into other studies, into st
encies on testi
testi

i

nt t

Cali

n a.

ies with other states and

For example, in 1983, we sponsored some
nese refuse-to-energy incinerator, the reason

at a

testing

r

t facility is that it has the kinds of control
t
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r
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setts

ility and that test

detai

information on the forma

differ
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Pi tsfie
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rough either

Okay, the preliminary testing at

, Massachusetts, has

-

ted.
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Phase II testing,

which is the detailed work will be done early next year.

We

anticipate some results probably by mid-year on that facility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Then you can't honestly make

recommendations, can you, regarding these facilities, until after
your testing?
MR. VENTURINI:

Well what's happened there is, the data

available that we're using now is probably from around 10 to 15
facilities that have been tested and that data base is what is
being used by us and the districts to make a decision during the
permitting process of what emission estimates, safe for dioxin,
are we going to be using in evaluating the permit.

And the

additional testing we're doing, will further enhance that data
base.

There is a tremendous amount of data being developed

throughout the world.

There is testing being conducted in

Sweden, in Germany, and an awful lot of data is being generated
and one of our efforts is trying to focus and collect and keep
abreast of all this information and work that is going on.

In

fact, you heard earlier alluded to the fact that we had a recent
meeting with Canadian and Swedish experts to discuss the work
that they are doing.

Yes, sir.

SENATOR MONTOYA:

How long have the Swedish plants been

operational?
MR. VENTURINI:

They've had facilities operating for

probably 10 or 20 years.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Have you seen any of the German

technology, they claim to have it also, also operational for
seven to 10 years?
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MR. VENTURINI:

In terms of the technology?

SENATOR MONTOYA:
MR. VENTURINI:

Yes, you haven't studied that?
We're just starti

data from some of

t

, now, to get some of

German facilities

In addition to the work we're

test data.
in gathering

i

emissions data and testing, we're also, through the AB 1807
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ram, which you sponsored, Mrs. Tanner, we have in the
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i
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may have.

statement and

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I have a question.

You, the State

Air Resources Board have, as well as the South Coast Air Resource
has, a tremendous responsibility in coming up with some real
straight answers, because this is a very serious thing for people
who live in this area and we would expect that you would really
have, before there is a permit granted, before a facility such as
that is allowed, we would want to know definitely whether or not
it would be a health risk.

I can understand Dr. Kelter and the

scientific community saying there is no real black or white, but
now you are in a different role.

You are going to have to decide

whether or not to permit.
MR. VENTURINI:

Actually, it's the district.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's the district, but it's the Air

Resource Board.
MR. VENTURINI:

Right.

(multiple voices)
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

(multiple voices)
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

•

The district will be appearing as

witnesses, but you know, you're not going to be able to -- you
just did pass the ball.

(laughter).

But we are going to have to

have some real answers and if the facility is given an okay and
is permitted, then we would expect that it would be safe and only
that it would be safe.
MR. VENTURINI:

Well, I think we all share that concern

and I think that's the objective of all of us, is to make sure we
have the best information available, view the analysis and see
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what the impact is, and I'm certain that if the impact shows
there would

a threat or an adverse impact ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Listening to Dr. Kelter, really,

there aren't any real answers to this.

Then we listened to Mr.

Maguin who says it's been studied and it's been determined that
there are no serious problems with the air emissions, so this is
contradictory and these are two agencies that we depend on in the
government for answers.

So maybe you can finally make some

decisions that we can feel comfortable with.
MR. VENTURINI:

We're certainly trying to do that.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Senator Montoya.
Madame Chair, has anyone thought in

proceedings relating to this plant in Irwindale about reducing
the plant size as a consequence of the unce tainty of scientific
informat

or is that something that nobody is interested in?
MR. VENTURINI:

been discus
conside
s.

I don't know to what extent that has

t that certainly is something
in

project if it turns out

Certainly one option to

size

t's true

But as far as you know, Miller's
Tribune have

t a smaller plant might be in order.
MR

VENTURINI:

SENATOR MONTOYA:
themse

re may be adverse

tigate that is to reduce the

ich is very opposed to it, nor

sugges

is

any project.

SENATOR MONTOYA:
Brewe

t

Not that I am aware of.
Maybe they can answer that for

later.
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
believe it was January?

You came up with a timeframe, I

Is that correct on the scientific

committee, is that ...
MR. VENTURINI:

Yes, the Scientific Review Panel in

January will be making its recommendation to the Air Resources
Board on whether or not dioxin should be identified as a toxic
air pollutant.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

But there is no timeframe

established by the Air Resources Board to make a determination,
is that correct?
MR. VENTURINI:

If the Scientific Review Panel makes its

decision in March, our board will probably take that up for
consideration.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

There is a timeframe in the law.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

There is a timeframe in the law

as far as the permit to be issued for this particular project.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
there is a timeframe, yes.

Oh no, for the 1807 procedures,
Any other questions?

Thank you very

much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Tom Heinsheimer, who is the

I

Vice Chair of the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
MR. TOM HEINSHEIMER:

Madame Chair, thank you.

I am Tom Heinsheimer from the district and I notice that
you have Mr. Stuart, the Executive Officer and a number of people
here to support us if there are any detailed questions.
submitted the text and I believe you have that.

We have

In the interest

of time, I have submitted to you both a written statement which I
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don't plan to go through and there is some information in the
rm

and charts.

g

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:
problem you've hea

All right
The context of the waste disposal

, particularly the fact, and I think it's

important to point that out, that there are negative
environmen

l impacts for any type of waste disposal and our

oblem,

, is certainly not here to come before you for or

against any

rticular project or for or against any physical

type of waste disposal, but to make it clear that if you are
ing

r a waste disposal method that

es care of tens of

housands, or thousands of tons of garbage or refuse, or
whatever,

r

, t

re is nothing we can find that is

And our difficulty is

tely sa

t

we don't have a

criteria from the Legislature or from someone empowered to make
that decision.
TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

r

j

air

lity?

Yes.

RWOMAN TANNER:
refuse

Isn't

re is or

So, you cannot be concerned with how
t to do with it.

MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Right.

TANNER:

You are to

concer

about air

lity.
• HEINSHEIMER:

That's right.

Currently, it's from an

air quali

standpoint, all of the projects that you've seen,

whe

fills or whatever, all have some air quality impact,

r

our diffi

is

t we have not recei
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guidance from the

Legislature on what is an acceptable level and as a result, for
example, we
were creat

very serious problems with landfills.
in

Landfills

faith, as you know, to solve the incinerator

problem and we found out later on that the emissions, the air
quality emissions from landfills, were much more significant than
we had thought and we've been in the process for the last ten
years of trying to understand emissions from landfills and to

•

retrofit the technology that is going to landfills that already
exist and put in collection processes.

That has been a very

difficult process.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
sir.

I'm going to have to interrupt you,

I think that you have had guidelines about acceptable

levels in 1807.

AB 1807 says that if there is a concern about a

certain substance that the Air Resources Board suggests to the
Scientific Rev ew Panel t
finally,

t they review this substance, then

district is allowed to regulate.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

process has not yet

s a

process

That's right, and you know, the

tten to the point where all -- as that

, as we ..

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:
nerating

i

lines,

So you do have guidelines.
We have a mechanism for ultimately

t we don't have, as you heard from Mr.

Venturini, that is a long process and we still do not have
ific numbers

r

of the identifiable pollutants.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
will

As new chemicals are used, there

more . .
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int of my remark is

is district, while t

llutant is st 11

to have a

l

we, I mean the whole

, not just

r

into the
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s in a situat on where we

ci ions;

ot
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e concentration is a

we are a
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ision-making process of

a gi en

termine how

We certainly would li

ocess is

t

to

lines,

t

process

enti

have gui

substance could

of

MR. HEINSHEIMER:

t

Yes, so you

't want the Legislature to

air, I wou

bit

ocess

I

d inj
ri

r

eve s
rr

a couple
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cont olli

nstance, we are tal
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lation in
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one

ocess, I
se

I

r

we re talki

f

te
rson to

course, some
t corre

rts

to

r billion
total
dioxins,

roughly to the

comparison between a dollar and the total national debt, so we're
dealing with very, very small concentrations and so it's very
difficult to regulate them all down to where levels of safety
exist.
As far as the four projects that are before us, the
second chart you'll see, we have four projects and three of those
projects, Puente Hills, Azusa and Spadra are subject to action by
our board, because they have been submitted to us.

And

Irwindale, as you heard earlier, is being worked on by the
California Energy Commission.

The limit at 50 megawatts is one

you've already discussed, so I won't go into that, but it is an
arbitrary limit that does separate things.

There's a little

difference between what I'm showing here and what you heard
before from the Energy Commission, in that we do have
applications for Puente Hills.

The actual submittal of it made

the Sanitation District for Puente Hills was two projects,
each of which is less than 50 and that may not be a vital
distinction, but ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

That's an interesting ...
We have received and Mr. Stuart can

discuss that in more detail that the EIR indicated a much larger
potential project and, therefore, it would normally fall under
the Energy Commission's purview, but the application that was
made to us was below that 50 megawatt cutoff, so we are at the
present time, taking those under consideration.

And let me leave

it to Mr. Stuart later on to add to that for further
clarification.

-
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR
ir~

HEINSHEIMER:
t

We lost the sound.
You asked in

r letter, Madame

pollutants that we were specifically working on.

Can eve ybody hear me?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Why don't you use this one, here?
The next chart, Madame Chair, is the

criteria ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:
an

i

Senator
On that point, about dividing up that

to two so that you would get less than 50 megawatts, I'll

tell you r

t now, that would be an absolute violation of the

ntentions of the legislation.

I don't see how that could stand

up anywhere.
AS

LANCASTER:
MONTOYA:

name,

agree with you.

I

... the individual, Mr. whatever his

left immediately after he testified, Mr. Maguin was

re,

se

t was never legislative inten

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

e a

want

as a matter of i

No.
... total vi

tion ...

... that's circumventing

'11 hear more of ... I didn't

Maybe

call on

t

just to

int

t out

rmation.

The next chart, you asked in your letter about the
ific
s

llutants that we were concerned about and where they

with regard to the level

Valley.

You see on

compliance in the San Gabriel

chart the criter
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pol

tants that we're

concerned about, NOx, hydrocarbons and so on, that the San
Gabriel Valley had been in compliance in NOx since 1983 and are
expecting the entire basin to be in compliance by 1988.

And

that's not a judgment on any particular plant, but a point of
fact on a situation in the San Gabriel Valley.
As regards the trace organics and the trace metals
those are not criteria pollutants and we don't have specific
numbers at the moment against which we have to make a judgment.
But as an example for vinylchloride, we used ten parts per
billion for the landfills and that again, to be used for these
plants and that would be a compatible criteria.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Lancaster has a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Madame Chair, on the compliance

issue, I am one of those who had the privilege of sitting for
about a year hearing testimony on compliance/noncompliance and
sanctions when we were dealing with the smog control situation.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

And one of the problems we have

is, and you say you're in compliance.

Now, it's not too

difficult to throw this general area out of compliance,
obviously, it's kind of a delicate balance, is it not, all the
time?
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Our compliance, so that it's clear

again, by compliance, I mean that we are in compliance with the
federal standards as imposed upon us by the EPA.

As far as

getting out of compliance, the trendline, for instance for NOx
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and nitrogen appears to be very steadily downward and we don't
see

thing that would cause that to turn around

monoxide s

larly is princi

Carbon

lly an automobile emission, that

doesn t seem to be turning around.

In the case of ozone,

clearly, we're not in compliance and the long-term resolution is
not clear.

We see through the progress over the next two or

three years, what we may be getting is a situation on ozone where
the trend in the late '80s and after that, there is considerable
uncer

inty which way things would go.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

One of the things that carne out

very clearly in the testimony on the smog control situation that
was really one of the deciding factors, was the fact that the
matter is that if this area goes out of compliance, certain other
things start to

and

talking about j

things are sanctions, we're

, we're talking about all of these things that

the EPA does have the authority and the ability to apply to
certain areas t

s

t are out of synch as

rds are concer
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

, is

ibilities

Tha '

, is tak

1

your

cor ect.

so, you've got
and

rtu

te

, again,

So,
ssion'

everyth

t their quality

t correct?

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
r

r as

refore, one of your
re

into consideration and

in
responsibili

is gets

ibilities,

at

local level,

to the Energy Commission

has the responsibility, but the fact of the matter is of
maintaining and trying to make sure
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the federal

government imposed upon geographical areas in California could
have a dramatic effect on jobs, a dramatic effect on the economy.
All of these things, you go down to the corner, you can't even
build another sewer plant, really in this nation, so this is part
of the problems you have.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Exactly, and I think you'll see very

shortly when we talk about the impact on the issue of compliance,
that's the offset program, and I'll address that in a moment.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Okay.

In the next chart you will see the

chart of the waste-to-energy projects, that in order to handle
these projects there are several things that have to be done.
First, you have to use what we call best available control
technology.

Whatever the project is, you use the most modern

methods of minimizing the emissions.

So while some discussion of

whether an innovative technology exemption should be granted to

•

any of these projects and very recently our ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

•

What's happening?
There was a question of whether

innovative technology would be acceptable and our legal counsel
has recently written a letter on that subject that there will be
no innovative technology exemptions for any of these projects, so
that the projects had to go fully on best available control
technology.
Second, that there would be total offsets required so
that the issue of containment as regards to criteria pollutants,
there would have to be total offsets for all but the large
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given project would

to show a net decrease in the criteria pollutants for the
region.
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MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Over 50.

Absolutely.
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out whether
you

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Okay.

To make it clear, and Jeff, correct me

if I misspeak, for all plants over 50 you have to have full
offsets and we do the offsetting calculations.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So your offsetting calculation

says, in effect, if it's over 50 megawatts and you have to have
full offset, which you determine to be, and no new innovative
technology, you have to go with the state-of-the-art .

•

MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Then, the fact of the matter is

that you say, we offset, so therefore, this particular
development over here can't go in because this other development
over here has got your piece of the air pollution.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Well, each individual plant or

facility that comes in has to find its own offsets.
problem of the applicant to find those offsets.

But it's the

We're in a

position of evaluating whether those offsets are ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I would like for you to describe

offset or explain to the audience what an offset is.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

All right, let's take a typical

example, oxides of nitrogen, for instance.

A plant will emit,

let's say, just to make up numbers, a hundred pounds of oxides of
nitrogen.

We therefore require that in order for that plant to

be allowed to put an additional 100 pounds of oxides of nitrogen
into the air, that they find reductions of more than 100 pounds
within the area so that the totality of the change in air
emissions is a reduction.
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r words there is a

Is

t a reduction, a

in the amount that they
re.

MR. HEINSHEIMER:
that.

There are a lot 6f arguments about

The EPA's position is that it has to be real, it has to be

a real reduction in the actual emissions that go into the
atmosphere.

That gets now to some legal bookkeeping, but the

intent very clearly is that there is a real, measurable,
enforceable net reduction in emissions in all of the criteria
pollutants in order to allow the plant to either construct or

•

operate .
ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:

I have a plant across the street,

and by across the street ...
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

I don't want to be too literal about

across the street ...
ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

But anyhow, in the area •..

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:

And in order to sell those

reductions, I have to, in fact, reduce what I'm now putting in
the atmosphere, not something that I was allowed to do that I
wasn't doing?
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:

You have, for instance, some kind

of a facility that you have a facility where you could have made
further reductions, but you weren't required to by law and it
wasn't cost-effective for you to do it, so somebody who has a lot
of money comes to your facility and says, I'm going to pay you to
put on extra pollution control equipment that you ordinarily
would not have put on your facility in order to reduce your
emissions by 110 pounds so that I can emit 100 pounds, for
instance.
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Okay, Senator
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i

framework

comments on the merits or

rate, but not
rticular

the

we

not yet had a

formal proposal to us.

A lot of things are going to go on, and I

don't want to wing it here and try to prejudge the issue.
If I can answer your questions about offsets.

If there

are two facilities, one across the street, one directly across
the street from the other and offset rules are an attempt to
provide regional reductions in total emissions.

Somebody comes

in and puts in a plant here, the region will have a net benefit
by that.

Now that doesn't mean that every individual location

surrounding that new facility will have a net benefit, and it may
very well be because of just the way these emissions are found
and are brought up or reduced, but in totality the region is
supposed to profit, but there may very well be a facility across
the street that is not better off.

However, it has to be very

clear that in no place in the region would there be any exceeding
of federal standards as a result of this activity.

So you can

neither cause a measurable increase anywhere nor can you ..•
SENATOR MONTOYA:

So then to put it another way and

maybe it's still safe to answer that way.

If you have a

threshold of whatever standard you use for emissions, at this
level, and you have within that area, another facility that comes
in and takes some of those credits, it has an adverse impact on
anybody else in that area wanting to expand their facility and
assuming that there is some emission that is going to ensue as a
consequence of that expansion.
MR. HEINSHEIMER:

There are only a certain number of

offsets out there and the first people to go out and get them by
way of our process, are reducing the available offsets.
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are comi

down to us, both

environmental and health effects have to be considered and we
cannot give you today a yes/no answer to that.
sa

We can certainly

that clearly, no permits will be issued if the answers to

those questions are not "yes."
Finally as far as our present policy, which is the last
chart, t

district has conducted lengthy hearings on new source

review for waste-to-energy and there were a number

o! proposals

made by the staff for consideration by the board to make some

II

changes in the process.
As the result of the present situation, it will be the
staff's recommendation and my recommendation to our board that we
not make any changes to our new source review regulations until
these

idelines, until this has clarified somewhat and we get

further direction from the Air Resources Board and EPA and exact
standards from the Legislature as regards what they want as far
as an overall environmental master plan for waste disposal.

In

the meantime, we as the district, would process all the projects
re us using existing rules and the full new source review
re required on a topic by topic basis.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I

very

rt

Thank you very much.

Is there, in fact, agreement

who have testified this morning on what best

available control technology is today.
a

We have two

stions.
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From everything we've heard today, I'm

sure that if we give some guidelines on emissions a whole new
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Rosenthal's bill, which was developed to reconcile the EPA's
problem with the Baker bill.

After that time, in essence, all

resource recovery projects and cogeneration projects will have to
find emission offset credit to fully mitigate any increase.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

No good faith offset will be

allowed after January.
MR. STUART:

After January 1st.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

Thank you very much.

All right, proceed.

Chairwoman Tanner, I appreciate the

opportunity to expand somewhat on Mr. Heinsheimer's remarks
before lunch.

I think I can give you a few technical and

nontechnical facts that may be useful to you in evaluating this
process.

I'd like to make two comments which are germane to the

four projects, which I don't think we need to mention.

One that

you know very well, that districts like the South Coast district,
in fact, nationwide, have concentrated almost entirely on
controlling criteria pollutants.

It's only been in the past year

that our concerns have turned to toxic and potentially toxic
emissions and we are trying to catch up with that trend now.

I

I

think the South Coast district is further along than most
districts in that respect.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

This state is farther along than

almost any state.
MR. STUART:

California is light years ahead of the rest

of the country, no question about it, and your process under 1807
is going to accelerate our turning around in a great way.
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MR. STUART:
different.

Well, the South Coast district is somewhat

We are under the Lewis Act which allowed it back in

1977 when the Lewis Act was first enacted.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

Yes.

The other point I want to make is that to

my knowledge, I know this is the first time this district has
ever been confronted with four major new projects of this
magnitude in a very isolated area.

In the past, we would expect

new projects to come in perhaps one a year or one every several
years and the reason they were coming in one every several years,
is because of our new source review rule.

We have very, very

little new activity, in terms of industrial sources in the South
Coast Air Basin because it's practically impossible to find
emission offset credits.
know that's true.

We have talked to many people and we

You have to find the right amount and at the

right time and it's very, very difficult to do that.
Here we have three projects which seemingly are exempt
from that requirement and a fourth project, the Irwindale
project, which tells us someone found emission offsets credits,
although they won't tell us what they are, for everything but
carbon monoxide and we are faced with the dilemma of a procedure
which deals with projects such as this on a project-by-project
basis and doesn't address the cumulative impact of four major
projects coming in all at once.
do it.

Now, that doesn't mean we can't

We're working out our system to do that now and I think

it would be very easy for the criteria pollutant to model to
determine what the cumulative impact of these four projects,
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1984.

t it.
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e was no way
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We
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r
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itiona1
got that

information and we found that they would not in every case be in
compliance with our rules, so we told them they had to resubmit
and we're still waiting for that resubmittal.

As you know, it's

been a year and a half since we got the original submittal.
hard to know what will happen.

It's

We have told them that their

proposal to be exempt under the requirement for carbon monoxide
offsets under the provision of our rules, allow us to do that if
they demonstrate some innovative technology, would not apply to
them because our new source review rules were amended last summer
to the effect that that would only be allowable for medium to
small sources, not major sources.

So there is no exemption in

our rules from that carbon monoxide offset requirement and we're
told that they are having a very difficult time trying to find
the offsets.
Their other option it seems to me, would be to downscale
the project from 3,000 tons of refuse a day to something like
2,000 tons to get down to under 50 megawatts.

And if they could

get a completed application in, which is doubtful this time of
the year for that kind of a downscale, they could conceivably be
exempt from offsets under the current Baker bill.
Let me say that the staff's role, as an instrument of
the board, is to evaluate permit applications such as these,
and determine if they comply with all our rules and that's not
only rules for existing sources, but new source review rules,
which has been discussed at quite some length.

We have added the

toxic evaluation, risk assessment and evaluation on our own,
because we think it's that important, if not in our new source
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review role, we do that as a separate action

as far as I know

we're the only district in the state that has done that.

We have

r ticized by some of the companies for having done that,
but we think it's a must in this type of a

ogram until the ARB

can come through with its process and we can get actual listing
and

rther information on toxic and contaminants.
Now the other three projects, we have just very recently
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the applications and I might say that it's not strange
be receiving applications in December, because the

t we wou

exemption phases out on January 1 and everyone is scurrying
around trying to get applications in.
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a mi IP apart

and onr

legal

I can't comment on how that might

turn out.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

All right.

I might also tell you that the district, as

required by AB 1862, did set aside a growth allowance for both
cogeneration and resource recovery projects for NOx, which is the
most critical of the criteria pollutants and added 19 tons a day
of NOx, now that growth allowance results in reductions
throughout the basin below that level required to demonstrate
attainment so it's not like a new source review offset, it can be
anywhere and the relationship of those reductions to these
projects is not as clear as the offset requirement which I'll ge
into in a minute.
I have a number of charts I'd like to go through.

I

think you were passed out something called "Resource Recovery
Briefing" and there are some in the back of the room if anyone
else wants one.

The first chart is a schematic of a mass burn

refuse-to-energy project and I only showed it to you to show what
I

we mean by best available control technology.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Stuart, I think we're trying to

find what the chart is.
MR. STUART:

It's this one, Sally.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

Okay.

I'm sorry I couldn't project anything here.

I had this up on a screen.

We're going to quickly go through in
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st carbon monoxide
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1

not as

rtant

because the numbers are generally higher.

And so NOx is

unquestionably our most critical problem in terms of mitigation.
The next chart shows for NOx only, a comparison of other
emission sources.

It sort of gives you the proper context of

what we're talking about.

On the first line, you'll see the

1,000 tons per day refuse-to-energy facility at 2900 pounds per
day and the next one is a large utility boiler in the 485
megawatt category.

•

The next line is a co-boiler at a large

refinery and the last line is the NOx emissions from 10,000
vehicles, 2900 pounds is about 32,000 vehicles, to give you the
impression of what we're talking about in NOx emissions.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Can you give us examples, Mr. Stuart,

right in our area, about what plants in the San Gabriel Valley
fit these categories or a kind of a comparison?
MR. STUART:

Frankly, Senator, what we're talking about,

the only one close to it is the electric utility boilers in
Pasadena, they're about half of that.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

And they produce what kind of

megawattage?
MR. STUART:

I'm not sure.

I think they're-- I really

don't know, but I think they're in about the 200 megawatt
category.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
answer.

I'm not sure I understood your

You say the ones in Pasadena develop about half the NOx

emissions per day of the large refinery or the large utility
boilers?
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MR. STUART:

The large utility boilers.

It's probably a

ittle bit less than the refuse-to-energy facili
re

r

, a 1,000

e-ta-energy facility.
rs

I'd be happy to confirm those

nd get them back

to you this afternoon, because I'm really talking off the top of
my head.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:
the

Any other questions?

You must remember, of course, that some of

ojects proposed are considerably larger than 1,000 tons per

day.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

In fact, the Irwindale one is

3, 000 ••.
the one for Puente Hills would be over

MR. STUART:
4,000 tons.

Two, 2,000, right.

Okay, the next
four projects.
seen this.

4,000.

i

from

000 tons

a

wou d

inat

of 4,0

I

t

tons

8,000

st to

~

rst

you may have

, that

8,000
you a

id, we

we

r 1,000 tons of refu
re us

to 10,000 tons, so
, so they are now
a

, which

NOx a
f

same chart

c

f

r day of the refu e

2,00

t

p

think this is

Now the Puente Hills r

r

ra

I

rt shows the actual NOx emissions from

those facili

r air monitoring stat

es,

e are district stations.

shows how many exceedences of the state NOx standards occurred

in 1984
is 0.25

it shows
r

maximum NOx concentration.

r million.

You can
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The standard

ee the first three are well

below it in '84.

Pico Rivera was right on it, but so far in '85

they have been down below 22, so the trend is definitely
roving in NOx.
The next chart I

think is perhaps the most interesting

of any of these from the standpoint of perspective.

This chart

shows the total San Gabriel Valley emissions of criteria
pollutants for stationary sources, that's all of them, and for
all mobile sources as of 1979 and then it shows the four projects

•

below.

And let me interpret those ranges.

Under NOx, it should

be 10 tons a day for the four projects and under Sox, it should
be three tons a day and under co, it should be 11 tons a day.
This charge was made before the sanitation district decided to
come in with two 2,000 tons a day units.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
MR. STUART:
10.

What were the other readings?

NOx would be instead of 8 to 17 would be

Sox, instead of 2 to 5 would be 3, and co, instead of 9 to

17, would be 11.

I guess the point of this chart is that if you

compare the four project totals with stationary source emissions
in the San Gabriel Valley, you can see it exceeds them in every

•

case and is almost double for NOx.

But if you look at the mobile

source emissions, you're well ahead of those numbers.
Are there any questions on that chart?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

I really don't follow it.

Let me start over.

What we tried to do, we

took an inventory of all emissions in the San Gabriel Valley,
both from industry and from vehicles.
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
the

ries,

t you

to

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
consi

May I have a clarification of
San Gabriel Valley?

t

Why

't you tell us what you

r to be the San Gabriel Valley?
MR. STUART:

to

In the south, and

west, Pasadena, includes Pa
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

ral

, Pico Rivera,

, to the east, Pomona.

You go into Pomona, over the

h 11. ..

MR. STUART:

It does not go over Kellogg Hills.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So, Kel

would be the eastern

ry.
MR. STUART:

t.

Ri

And what we tried to do is compare

existing industry emissions and existi
in

vall

get

r

wi

what

get from

To tell

action in

mobile source emissions
r projects, if they

se

big chunk of the

e

t

at i

total number, if

stry, but if you

at mobile sources, it's not so big.

1

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER
STUART:
cars,

t

re much

t

petty clos

'79,

1

in fact,

I'd

1 ke

le sources.

79

ly not much more, more
now.

wou

I

think probab

1es

Does th s chart

icate, as

NOx, is that a 10 percent

NOx in the Va ley, is
In terms

ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:
thi

I

tter controll

sa d, the increase of 10 tons

MR. STUART:

•

it s

A.SSEMBLYMAN BADER:

ncr ease

•

t

t

're saying?

NOx,

I

t would be true.

Ten over 101, there's no offsets or

but it s just across t

rd 10 percent?

MR. STUART:

As I mentioned before, only Irwindale had

to find offsets of those four.
the offsets are.

Irwindale hasn't told us where

So I can't tell you whether they may have some

in the Valley or not.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So, the mobile sources are generally

vehicles, right?
MR. STUART:
vehicles.

Yes, entirely vehicles, on and off-road

And not only light duty, but heavy duty, the buses and

trucks.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And the stationary sources are those

industries, generally, which now exist here.

So now we're

talking about six with all of the industries that exist now; an
addition of ten for the four projects?
MR. STUART:

That's right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's considerable, isn't it?

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Almost double the stationary

source emissions?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

It would double ...

Or to put it another way, it's a 10 percent

increase in total emissions, I think, as Mr. Bader pointed out.
The next chart is really a summary of all resource
recovery projects that have either been approved or planned, that
we know of in the South Coast Air Basin and you can see there are
some out in San Diego County and Riverside County.

The ones that

have been permitted, the Carson Water Control in Downey, and
Hyperian are all sludge incinerators.

There is a belief that

there are as much less in the way of toxic materials in sludge
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incineration than in refuse incineration, so we
don't have anywhere near the potential

in

The next chart is a very poor
the

t respect.
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some of these facilities.
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Counties of

don't know if it's all of
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some of them, and you can see they are coded.

, but

We'd be happy to

send the committee more information on that if

'd like to see

it.
And the last chart shows when
much would be required when the source
mi

fsets are required, how
is five
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s or more from the new source, or from

One thi

project itself.

Mr. Heinsheirner didn't mention, when that distance was

greater than five miles under new source review, we must
the r

tion in

e sure

nation and cumulative ef

ts of that
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e
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in
think

ttee, to

MR. STUART:

The obvious point is we would be sitting on

them forever and holding up permits to construct ..
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Is this something that happened during

the Brown administration, what some people termed to be
overzealous environmental considerations ... every jurisdiction
where he had appointments, didn't make decisions at
MR. STUART:

al~.

I would have to believe that this was

instituted as the result of pressure from large manufacturing
associations and others that felt -- I don't know it if pertains
to the whole state and not just us.

I'm not sure they were

pointing to us.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

I think Mr. Stuart, the reason I was

trying to make that point is that, again, I'm not apologizing but
explaining a decision of the Legislature, in which it was deemed
by all of those pressures that came to bear on the Legislature,
that these agencies were not making decisions and it was for that
reason that we said, if you don't act, you can't deny these
things happening by virtue of not making a decision, so I think
it was still a wise decision.

Now in retrospect, I think maybe

you and some people are ooing and ahing about how we could have
acted on something like this, but that's in response to the
problem with ...
MR. STUART:

You are certainly correct.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
that, too.

I would like to make a point on

There are thousands of interim status permits that

have been issued, so that various industries can function; yet
the process is so slow with the permitting process, that very
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few, for instance, hazardous waste facilities, or even on-site
have

ed.

t

MR
it's

STUART:

tti

Mrs. Tanner, with

slower.
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t can help.
TANNER:

design.

he toxic consideration,

ocess and it's

now it appears in this case that it was by

wasn't, it was to

rmitti

ite activity on the part of

agencies, either to

or to give pe

It

ts.

makes it very difficu t.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
the r

, we never seem to

crisis,
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Don't

's not

r
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at t
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whether it's

s
n obv
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so ever
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ever
ca
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torical part of my

r

y

to make

socially r

a e clea

decide do you want another brewery
is

to

rations we have to

sly if we were in that ki

whi

i

ts make sense

to have than

intens ve, whi
to get to

o f

t

we're

is atively what ou

r

isions absent a

inclined to make

rations and all of
in

r

least, looking down

t

ink we ought to begin, if in
l entities

cons

And

stion,

ition, you would
ich only does
or do you create

go on

ing the things

in the prefab containers so that we can continue to use their
trash for this waste-to-energy?
MR. STUART:

It's relevant, isn't it?

It certainly is, sir.

I think the day is

gone when individual decisions can be made without reference to
the basin as a whole and I think it culled more and more in my
opinion from an overall environmental approach to

~verything

we

do.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you very much, Mr. Stuart.

A question from Mr. Lancaster.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
understand correctly.

First, I want to see if I

The South Coast Air Quality Management

District has the authority under Lewis' bill, to charge a fee for
these studies and do you need any statutes or any legislation to
be adopted in order to allow you to contract with the state?
MR. STUART:

All we need is the cooperation of the

Department of Health Services to work with us, because to be
effective a person has to be under their umbrella.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I understand that, but I just

wanted to make sure there is no legislative need.
The second question deals with that offset circumstance

I

and let's see if I understand correctly.

If an application for a

50 megawatt facility, or less than 50 megawatt facility, is in
your hands prior to January lst then the good faith offset
provisions apply.
MR. STUART:

It must be complete before that date.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

If the over 50 megawatt

application is in the hands of the state, the same Baker bill,
will that apply?

It does not.
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MR. STUART:

It would require emiss

offsets under

any circumstances.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
different circumstances.

, so we re ta

e,

For

ith

a

?

i

fsets.

Correct, they have to fi

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

two

nt, which

offset circumstances, is that what you re
STUART:

t

I

ication is for more than 50, they

MR

i

Okay, so

lication is
to deal with

deemed to be complete by January 1st, then
offset good faith permits.
MR. STUART:

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. STUART:

mean the large ...

Why Irwindale,

Under 50.
ete

Under 50, if they are

before January 1, 1986, offsets are not r

ir

ter that

te ...
ith . .

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. STUART:

Good faith is not (i
That s

i

i

that good

where.

ith cat
MR. STUART:
CHAI

1 t

ther

t

11 in

That's true.

Can I make one cone

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STUART:

le

rify

ry.

TANNER:

MR. STUART:

requirement.

Irw

to

I

i

?

s

tement?

Yes.

I have talked

six months legal
rd, wi

That is not to

distr ct counsel can't find some reason
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our action

help of
ld be

delayed.

I'm not saying that can't be done, but in a strict

interpretation with the policy laid down by the Legislature if we
don't get it out in six months that would happen.

In other

words, one of the possibilities is to challenge the legality in
terms of the EPA approach on the Baker bill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Okay, thank you very much.

Our next

witness will be Wayne Blanchard, the Chief of the New Source

•

Review Program for Region Four of the EPA, oh, Region Nine, I'm
sorry.

That's our region isn't it?
MR. WAYNE BLANCHARD:

Thank you, Madame Chair.

I'm

delighted to be represented at your hearing today since I've been
asked to discuss federal issues associated with the permitting of
refuse-to-energy projects in accordance with the federal
regulatory requirements for new source review and prevention of
significant deterioration.
Mr. Stuart spoke about the offset requirements.

The

offset requirements are administered by his agency and the PSD
program which is generally throughout California and is
administered by the

u.s.

Environmental Protection Agency.

I also would like to add a few comments on air toxic

I

concerns and EPA's role in that area.

I would like to state at

the outset that the federal air pollution control requirements do
not address many of the most crucial public and land use concerns
involved in state and local decision-making processes.

The

legislative mandate is quite restrictive on some of these issues
discussed here today.
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EPA is willing to assist the district to ensure that the
ultimate control technology decisions for each refuse-to-energy
oject

s, in fact

reduce emissions a

the lowest levels now achievable.
new research and development

air contaminants to

EPA can also participate in

jects established in the state to

improve existing technological methods for contr
ral criteria pollutants, essent

of not only

nitrogen oxide, but

1

also of the air toxic emissions.
The Clean Air Act offers two new source review options
for

oviding

ll project mitigation.

offsets for the project by reducing emissions

source provi
from other

Either the proposed

ilities, or the district

provide a growth

allowance for new sources by overcontrolli

existing sources.

Any growth allowance must be funded through surplus emission
reductions achieved beyond those which are needed for attainment
the standards of the statutory deadlines.
Since the South Coast's e
have pr

ially severe air pollution

ed attainment of the national standards by

ear Air Act deadlines, it is not

sible to have a growth

al

I

Furthermore, the Clean Air Act does not authorize
ions from the NSR requirements that major sources be
ete

mitigated with either a growth allowance or individual

fsets.

Thus, every major source in the South Coast must

ov

fsets sufficient to result in a net air quality

rovement after the project begins operation.
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t

ly aware.

the Sou

a ea

Coast?
Orange,

entire cou

rts of San Berna d no
TANNER:

MR.

ay.

Ventura counties.
fsets
ld

to

t.

MR. STUART:

Not Ventura, it includes all of Riverside,

Orange and Los Angeles counties and the basin portion of San
Bernardino County, not the desert portion.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So when we're talking about offsets,

then, industry can somehow find the offsets to put four
waste-to-energy plants in the San Gabriel Valley and it would
still be legitimate?
Well, as Mr. Stuart discussed, there is

MR. BLANCHARD:

The further you are away from the site

a discounting factor.

emissions, you do discounts.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:
miles.

Tell us what happens after five

Is it practical for industry or for this incineration

plant to seek offsets outside of that five mile radius?
MR. BLANCHARD:

I think I'll let Mr. Stuart answer that

question as it relates ...
MR. STUART:

If the offsets are five miles or greater,

then the district would model the effects of the reduction,
wherever it is, ...
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

That's what you said the last time

you testified and the term "model'' just doesn't register with me.

I

MR. STUART:
helps a little bit.

Modeling means, put it in a computer.

It

It's a very complex process where you have

all of the emitting sources in an area in p computer, registered
in a computer and it will run an actual simulation of what would
happen on a worse day in meteorology.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

From a practical standpoint, is it

feasible to seek offsets outside of the five mile radius?
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in that area and are investigating the magnitude of those
problems.
We are currently evaluating data, worldwide, as it
relates to air toxics emissions.

We are looking at all available

data and trying to come up with a reasonable assumption and
conclusion from whatever that data draws.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Can I ask a question?

We refer to

NOx and SOx and all of those things, is the sulphur oxide is a
SOx, okay?

So tell me what the EPA is going to be doing about

SOx, so that I can relate what you are saying to this total San
Gabriel Valley emissions.
MR. BLANCHARD:

Okay.

When an applicant poses a

project, we take a look at SOx pollutants.

Essentially what we

are looking at is the type of control technology installed
controlling that pollutant and then we model the resultant effect
under a quantity of that pollutant.

Does it violate the air

quality standard or not; does it violate the air quality
increment or not?

If it does not, then we will move forward on

permitting that project.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

•

Well, it appears to me on this chart

that the South Coast Air Quality people gave us, is that the SOx
for these four projects would be exactly the same as those
existing stationary sources right now.
MR. BLANCHARD:

I'm losing you.

You're comparing the

SOx emission from Irwindale with
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

The four projects that are being

discussed within the San Gabriel Valley.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Question, Senator?
Well, I thought you said earlier, Mr.

Blanchard, that the EPA had nothing to do in the air toxic
emissions.

Are you telling us, then, that those SOx emissions

are not air toxics?
MR. BLANCHARD:

That is correct.

SOx is considered a

criteria pollutant under our statutes.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

•

Do you have something to do with it or

don't you?
MR. BLANCHARD:

With what?

SENATOR MONTOYA:

SOx?

Other than the research and

development and the monitoring that you're doing, are you
officially mandated to make a ruling?
MR. BLANCHARD:

On the dioxin?

SENATOR MONTOYA:
MR. BLANCHARD:

Yes .
.•. and furans, no, we are not.

SENATOR MONTOYA:
MR. BLANCHARD:

On the SOx.
On the SOx, yes, we are.
Well then, what is the air toxics that

SENATOR MONTOYA:

you were talking about that you don't have authority?
MR. BLANCHARD:

Your dioxins, your furans, your

carcinogens, that type of pollutants.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

And what are you pursuing at the

federal level, what is this administration doing about expanding
or better defining your authority relating to this?

Is there

anything going on by the administration or Congress expanding
your authority relating to dioxins?
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MR. BLANCHARD:

It

depend~;

on the SlZe of the project.

An Irwindale eventually would have to come to us for permit.

We

have received an application from Irwindale, but it's been
changed a number of times, so we really don't have a complete
application at this point.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Have you permitted any other

projects like this throughout the country?
MR. BLANCHARD:

•

Yes, we have .

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And you have permitted a project

like this and you're telling us that you're not really -- not
you, but the EPA is not really clear as to -- you're still

•

gathering data?

Are you clear as to the health risks?

MR. BLANCHARD:

Our only analysis addresses SOx.

We

have not looked at analysis as it addresses furans and dioxins
because we don't have legislative authority to regulate those
pollutants.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, why is that?

agency is the Environmental Protection Agency.

I

mean, your

Now there's only

one substance that you are concerned about?
MR. BLANCHARD:

In the South Coast.

We don't have a

legislative mandate to do that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right, do you need Congress

to ...
MR. BLANCHARD:
that.

We need Congress to authorize us to do

If they do that, then we would accelerate our program.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm not just talking about the South

Coast, I'm talking about nationwide.
projects, facilities, nationwide?
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MR. BLANCHARD:

The only projects that I'm aware of that

we permitted were in the South Coast that were discussed this
morning.

We have many applications on file going through a

review at one level or another, none of those have been
permitted.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Any other questions?

Mr. Bader has

a question.
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

As a follow-up,

I guess I'm a little

surprised at your answer; were you answering just for your
personal or your office's experience as to size or are you saying
nationwide that's the largest, 200 tons?
MR. BLANCHARD:

In Region Nine, 200 is the largest we

permitted ... I'm not certain how it goes nationwide, but I know
,000 is the largest project, nationwide.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
MR. BLANCHARD:

Worldwide, someone said that.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. BLANCHARD:

Worldwide ...

But you don't know about nationwide?

I'm not certain.

I can track that down,

I don't have that data at my finger tips.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right, we would like to have

that information.
MR. BLANCHARD:

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Any other questions?

Our next

witness will be ...
ASSEMBLYMAN BADER:

I have a question, is this Mr.

Stuart, okay.
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obably of the
is morning's

MR. STUART:
asked for?

May I come back with the information you

You asked about the megawattage and the NOx emissions

from the Pasadena utility boiler.

re are three of them.

The

total megawatts are 161 megawatts and the tons per day of NOx are
1.5 tons a day, which is I think, the biggest NOx emitter from a
stationary source in the San Gabriel valley.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. STUART:

•

Three thousand tons?

It's 1.5 tons, 3,000 pounds, right .

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

One of these generators, one of

these burners generates about that much NOx per thousand.
MR. STUART:

I don't think it's quite ...

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

(inaudible)

So they are burning

3,000 (inaudible).
MR. STUART:

All right, 2,400 for 1,000 tons a day.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So you'd have to multiply

(inaudible) for the Irwindale, which is 3,100 pounds.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you Mr. Stuart.

witness is Dr. Forrest Tennant.

Our next

I'm sorry, is Mr. Bill Quan from

the State Department of Health Services, Alternative Technology
Section, Mr. Quan.
MR. BILL QUAN:
Dr. David Leu.

Madame Chair, I'm standing in today for

Dr. Leu regrets that he can't make it today and

if there are any questions I can't answer, he will be happy to
meet with your committee to try to answer those questions.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. QUAN:

All right, thank you.

I'm here today to talk about how the

Department of Health Services classifies wastes to determine its
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MR. QUAN:

Well, we have data, at least, I have data in

front of me from approximately five facilities and Dr. Leu may
have more, I don't know if he does, but he has told me to relay
this information based on his review of the data.

Bottom ash is

generically not hazardous, but depending on operating conditions
and the type of refuse that you burn, you may occasionally
generate hazardous bottom ash.

Fly ash on the other hand, is

generically hazardous.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. QUAN:
say, a bag house.

Fly ash being ...

Fly ash is what comes out and is trapped by
We find, however, that fly ash, if it's

trapped by the bag house can reduce the concentration levels of
the heavy metals and basically, we believe what's happening is
that the liming agent is turning the heavy metals into insoluble
heavy metals, so we're seeing less soluble metals when we do the
waste analysis tests on the fly ash samples.
Also we find that composite ash samples, which is a
combination of bottom ash and fly ash, usually in an 8 to 2
ratio, to be generically nonhazardous.

This is primarily based

on bench scale or laboratory-type of tests and it's not from any

I

actual facility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Does any of that fly ash get into

the ambient air, any of the fly ash that is toxic that you
consider hazardous?

Is it found in the ambient air or is

scrubbed before it ...
MR. QUAN:

Well, I think I will refer that question to

the air pollution specialist.

I think some of it does get into

the air, but I can't tell you how much.
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SENATOR MONTOYA:

Wasn't there some legislation that

Senator Campbell or somebody carried approximately three years
ago, not more than that, that defined ash as not defined before
and it was redefined as not toxic, this fly ash?

Does anybody

remember that?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. QUAN:

I remember the bill.

Are you referring to SB 2292?

SENATOR MONTOYA:

I couldn't tell you, if you tell me

the substance ...
MR. QUAN:

I'm not very

famili~r

with this bill myself,

and I understand that this bill became law and grandfathered 12
facilities that were waste-to-energy.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That requires the monitoring of the

ash, if the ash is hazardous, then it's ...
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Our consultant says in essence, it was

a bill that said it wasn't hazardous unless you deemed it to be
hazardous.
MR. QUAN:

Unless we determined it to be hazardous by

representative sampling and analysis.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Okay, the fly ash as we understood

from earlier, fly ash is 10 percent of what is created by the
combustion; 90 percent is bottom ash.

Do you have any quarrel

with those figures, and secondly, from your monitoring and what's
going on in other countries or other states, what is the
technology?
ash further?

Is there a technology that can deal with that fly
I mean, can you add a process to all of these

environmental standards or equipment that was in this chart that
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Is there

--

you can

MR. QUAN:
today.

That really concludes what I have to say

If there are any questions, I will try to answer them to

the best of my ability, or otherwise I'll relay your questions to
Dr. Leu and he'll get back to you as soon as possible.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Do you know what the role of the

Department of Health Services is in making decisions on siting of
facilities such as the facilities that we are talking about?
MR. QUAN:

Well, our role has been just to classify the

ash, at least, for alternative technology and policy development
section, in that it is deemed a hazardous waste facility, then
our permit people would be involved in the permitting of the
facility.

I believe that if the ash is deemed to be hazardous

and they wanted to store more than 90 days, then I think they
would have to come under our permitting process.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes, but other than that, what you

do is do a risk assessment more or less.
MR. QUAN:

Risk assessment we leave to Dr. Alex Kelter.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It is in your Department of Health

Services.
MR. QUAN:

•

Yes, right .

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

Any other questions?

Thank you very much, Mr. Quan.
Now, we will talk with Dr. Forrest Tennant who is the
Mayor of the City of West Covina.
Dr. Tennant, before you go on, I mentioned this at the
beginning of the hearing that we plan on adjourning at 4 o'clock,
after the witnesses who are scheduled appear, then we will open
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The other reason why I think I have become so very much
involved is the problems we have had with the BKK Landfill. This
has certainly given members of my council and myself a
perspective on this and I want to make a couple of specific
comments about, and I think they're very important because they
really lead to why the public is so upset and so opposed I think
en masse, to these burners.

Why are they so opposed?

I think that they are opposed for something that is not
appreciated by such organizations as the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, Air Resources Board, Solid Waste Management,
Sanitation Districts and the California Energy Commission despite
how well intended those agencies are.

What they do not

understand, and why I think our citizens are so upset, has to do
with what I call the overall pollution load in this Valley.
That's what our citizens are concerned about.
It is customary for the South Coast Air Quality
Management District to consider a project in isolation.

I was

pleased awhile ago to hear that they are willing to consider
these four or five mass burn facilities in total in looking at
air.

I

But, that is only a very small part of our problem here in

this Valley as you know.
Let's talk about for just a minute what's the pollution
load here.
wells.

It is no secret that we have contaminated water

Mrs. Tanner, you have been more involved in that than

anybody else in the state.

We already have four landfills of

which two are known to leak and I want to come back to that
leakage in just a minute.

We already have immense traffic
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That is one thing.

We have been told for many

years by every one of the regulatory agencies, I think except
perhaps the California Energy Commission that you heard from this
morning, that that landfill was safe.
problems.

It had no hazards and no

Yet, within the past year, I, as the Mayor and the

Mayor before me, had to preside over the evacuation of people
around that landfill after we have been told by regulatory
agencies that things are safe.
Now, if you're to expect local elected officials to
start believing government regulatory agencies on the
environmental safety of this Valley, you're kidding yourself.
would be almost irresponsible, now, for us to believe them.

It
I

hate to say that, but, we have been told that too much and we
can't believe them.
I also think that we have got to ask ourselves another
very serious question without trying to sound too melodramatic.
When we're going to plot what amounts to four mass burn
facilities in this triangle of pollution, do you suppose that it
would be possible that something could go wrong and that we might
be forced to see other evacuations like we have seen in the past
year?

Is it possible that we could make this one small area so

environmentally unsafe that you couldn't live here?

I know that

it sounds a little far out and if I hadn't seen those people
wearing their gas masks in West Covina and evacuating their
homes, I wouldn't ask that question, but that's the kind of
things we've seen here.

And, that's the kind of thing that makes

people upset.
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is Valley a
These garbage

erate in my

Now, let me carry that on to the next issue and that is
the one of fairness.

At this point in time our four landfills in

this Valley take in over 65 percent of all the current trash and
garbage from Los Angeles County.
We do not have in this Valley a garbage or trash crisis.
The truth of the matter is that we have got enough landfill
capacity in this Valley right now to carry us past the time all
of us in this room will be on this planet, if we want to utilize
it.

Let me repeat that.

We have enough landfill capacity in

this Valley right now and the estimates are variable depending
upon who you talk to, they range from 10 to 30 years, to take

•

care of all the garbage and trash that we generate in our
geographical area.
Now, I was very pleased, recently, as Mayor of West
Covina to sign an agreement to phase out BKK Landfill within the
next 10 years.

Even with that, we have the capacity to take care

of our local needs.

What we're being asked to do with these

garbage burners, like Irwindale, is to take care of somebody
else's problem.
Now, I assume that somewhere in this hearing today
you've been given the map made by the County Sanitation District
which shows you where these mass burn facilities are going to be.
Now, what you will see on that map is some conspicuous areas of
absence.

For example, the north end of L.A. County, which would

be the ideal place in this county to put these burn facilities
because it's got good air currents, it's not a Valley, it would
be the ideal place to put these if you deemed they were to be put
in L.A. County.
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t on load in an area,
itions, etc.

Secondly, and here is the one I think gets into what has
to be done.

I think that we have got to require by law that

waste-to-energy facilities not be placed in high population
density areas.

This Valley, you see this map right here and if

you get in a plane and fly from Pasadena to the Ontario airport,
it is one big mass of population, two million people.

And, maybe

we shouldn't live here, maybe we should be spread out, but we're
not.

•

We're here, and we really can't tolerate the landfills and

the waste-to-energy facilities in that geographic mass.
Along that line I see absolutely no reason why the State
Legislature could not require that new burn facilities or
landfills be placed outside urban areas.
can't take things to the desert.
that and I will tell you why.

I keep hearing that you

Well, I don't happen to believe

Britain and Europe has to put

things on rail cars which is cheap and take it outside the urban
area to burn it.
nd.

You fly over this state, there is much vacant

That could be done.

The only reason that it's not being

done is that we have not established in legislation either
formulas or methods to do that.

I know why and you know why, and

that is that everybody's going to object.

•

Every mayor, every

council member, every assemblyman, everybody in political office
says somewhere else.

Well, there is no question about that.

Now, I think that given that situation, maybe we are
going to have to require by law that perhaps every one million
persons in an area have to take care of their own, either that,
or somebody is going to have to have siting capabilities.

And

perhaps it has got to be done in a way that doesn't put too much
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political pressure on any one person but it has to be done and we
can't be aski
the

the San Gabriel Valley to be the one to take all

rbage

ckyard

somebody else doesn't want it in their
We've already got plenty here.

I would like to say that many

e in this Valley

oppose these and I'm sure all of those people of which you will
hear from others today and other times will certain

be glad to

assist you in any way we can.
I appreciate your being here.

Be glad to address any

questions.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Thank you very much, Doctor.
Yes, Dr. Tennant, you have asked some

difficult questions and I think
questions to be resolved.

t

there are some difficult

don't know

I

state level

t at

we are necessarily in a position to resolve it all by ourselves.
I

think

t there is some merit to some of the proposals.
Well as I have said,

stions a

I think tha

some

rhaps

some of
en

r

trying to bring about some consensus

whi
t

int in t

we

can

ressed today.

turn that we can ask you some difficult

at some

some important

have rais

think that in

tions in terms of

n

ision-making assuming

the facts,

to make a decision.

I

addressed,

scientific facts,

You articu

t

several positions

think that the State Legislature could take action on.
I wanted to ask you if you

bought,

r example, the

notion of where we ought to site these facilities, within the
r

ion, let's

, wi

in Los Angeles County.
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Let's use that as

the peripheral geography.

Have you brought this to the attention

of the Los Angeles group of the League of Cities?

Has it been

something that has been going on in terms of dialogue?
directors of the League of Cities meet every month.

That the

That

includes every city in southern California.

It includes

certainly every city in Los Angeles County.

Have you brought

forth the kinds of measures that you're talking about in terms of
trying to decide locally where we ought to site these things that
nobody wants?
DR. TENNANT:

Yes.

In answer to your question, yes.

I am the immediate Past President of the Independent
Cities Association of Los Angeles County, and members of my own
council belong to the SCAG, the environmental committee which is
looking at this, and we also have one of our members on the State
Board of League of Cities.
When this issue came up in July, I can assure you, at
least in political terms that nobody would even talk to me.
right.

Let's be honest about it in political terms.

All

No, you've

got it, you guys take it, we don't want to talk about it.
I think one of the positive aspects of what's gone on

I

here in the Valley is that it has got all of these groups now
talking and starting to realize that they cannot just send it all
here.

The Independent Cities Association, and we are going to

work with the Contracts Cities and the League of Cities, at least
the L.A. division, is planning on a seminar on this in February
of next year, to discuss this very issue.
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What I am here to tell you, Senator, I think that one of
the best things that I have heard at least in my discussions, is
that local elected officials are at least now ready to sit down
and talk about it and start realizing that we are going to have
to do this.

The upshot of it is that I don't think -- I think

now that people realize the sensitivity to where I don't think
they want to put anybody on the spot or treat anybody unfairly.
I think we will get good cooperation from these groups and would
accept something in the way of mandatory siting, if it is done by
some body.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

So you're telling us then that, in

fact, the League of Cities which is a very powerful, organizing
group, powerful lobbying group on behalf of cities, is going to
take some action, is going to give some direction about how we
ought to site within Los Angeles County?

Because if they are

willing to do that, I think the Legislature would listen.
DR. TENNANT:

Let me put it, I am optimistic.

think that it will happen tomorrow.

I don't

I think that within the next

one year or 18 months, I think, maybe I am too optimistic.
hopeful that there would be a consensus.

I am

I think that is why

there has been a fair amount of time and planning going into this
for this next year.

In fact, I am going to a meeting tonight on

this very subject involving this.
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Secondly, you know that we are always

concerned about state preemption, especially those of us
Democrats.
DR. TENNANT:

Yes.
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SENATOR MONTOYA:
DR. TENNANT:

The battle for local control.

Right.

SENATOR MONTOYA:

Now, the question which I want you to

answer since you proposed it, is you're telling me that you will
be an advocate of adhering to the wisdom of the California
Legislature in telling you, statewide, telling you what to do 1n
the City of West Covina in enhancing the law so that we in fact
take away more local control.
DR. TENNANT:

Life is full of risks, Senator, and that's

one that you have to take, I guess, when you decide to put your
hand out in the Legislature.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
DR. TENNANT:

Right.

But ...

SENATOR MONTOYA:

You're advocating then that we do have

a role in making decisions that affect local communities that
sometimes the local mayor and councilmen may not like.
DR. TENNANT:
being facetious.

Yes.

And, let me tell you why.

I am not

We have faced this with the BKK Landfill in

West Covina, so I think we're qualified to say a couple of
comments.

•

Let me tell you, forget the political heat.

that's reality.

We know

But the fact of the matter is we do not have, at

the local level, the technological expertise.

And, given the

fact that we don't have this, we've realized for some time we
can't monitor the landfill that sits in West Covina and then we
also find ourselves as I have said a while ago in a situation
we're not sure to believe when we are told things.

Nevertheless,

I think that we are going to have somebody who has ability to
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Now, let me get to something.

There are a group of

people, for example, in this Valley and some others who have
already started talking to railroads and want to adopt the
European system, which is to have a transfer station in which you

have a rail line to that station, which goes outside the urban
area to some area where the mass burn facility would be placed.
Now, other than one little city that I have actually had some
communication with, and I did not get a negative.
the matter is there may be some of those cities.

The fact of
One of the

things that certainly would be well worth doing would be for the
state or somebody to contract with somebody who would know how to
communicate with some of these cities and let's find out.

We

keep saying nobody will allow that but on the other hand there
are some communities that wanted the prison.
I think that we are going to have to go through that
process and find out.
want these?

Is it really a fact that some town would

Let me be honest about it.

I realize that the

Irwindale facility has emissions not acceptable to this Valley.
But, I also happen to believe that there are some communities
where those emissions would certainly make no difference, but yet
might economically benefit that community.

Maybe, again, I'm

just too optimistic, but I just have a hard time believing there
are not some geographic areas in this state that would not accept
a 1000 tons per day waste-to-energy facility.

I believe they

would accept those and I believe that could be done.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Let me point out.
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SENATOR MONTOYA:

Let me just make one point.

raising the point facetiously.

I am not

I hope that somewhere out there

there is an understanding in a paragraph that we didn't
politically bring up on prisons, on landfills, and
waste-to-energy.
DR. TENNANT:

Yes, sir.

SENATOR MONTOYA:

I am referring to the one-sided

coverage that we really get in the media.
the ki

What we really need is

of fact-finding information that has been presented

today, so that we can, in fact, make some decision and we need
all the help that we can get at the state level to make sure that
on a bipartisan kind of basis, we offer more than for tonight's
television news.

That is a real problem.

DR. TENNANT:

I agree, Senator.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I think that ...

Let me point out that I absolutely

ree that each county should, or a region should, prepare for
and take care of, and accept the waste that is generated, whether
it is solid waste, refuse, hazardous waste.

In each case, a

county, a community should be aware that they generate the waste
and must be responsible for it.
I don't believe that all of the waste generated
thr

t the South Coast region should come to the San Gabriel

Valley.

we put on the Governor's desk with the help of the

League of Cities and with the help of CSAC and with the help of
both parties of both houses of the Legislature, legislation that
would provide siting, just that kind of siting, for hazardous
waste facilities, not landfills

t safe hazardous waste
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facilities.
legislation.

Two years consecutively, the Governor vetoed that
So, the same kind of legislation that you are

suggesting, we have thought about.

We have attempted to do, we

will probably continue to attempt to do.

We feel, certainly,

that the waste that is generated in a county should be taken care
of in that county.

There is no reason why West Covina or

Irwindale or the City of Azusa or Puente Hills should take the
waste from all over the entire L.A. County.
But, the fact is the Legislature has attempted to act.
Certainly the cities have been supportive of that kind of program
and we all have attempted to work together.

We simply can't get

that kind of bill signed into law.
DR. TENNANT:

I am aware of that, Mrs. Tanner.

I think

we have just got to go back at it again.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. TENNANT:

I intend to.

I think that one thing where I will have

to say personally and I think that I can speak for some cities, I
't think --you never think this is a problem until all of a
sudden it hits you and I don't think that the cities, for

,

example, have been quite as supportive of you and some of your
goals to do that as we should have.

Certainly I would think that

this Valley based on the response that I have received from
cities in knowing how other cities feel I ,see that we have
another mayor or two here today, I think we can tell you that you
will get better support from us.

So, I think we can pledge that

to you.
MALE VOICE:

(inaudible)
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DR. TENNANT:

You bet.

No question

t that.

One other thing, too, along that line relative to this
Va l
TANNER:
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Thank you for all the work that you have done on this
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ove

r year, 120,
Construction

of the mass burn incinerators under the guise of producing
useful, needed electrical energy will impose further intolerable
constraints in the Valley water.
The proposed Irwindale plant alone w 11 consume by
evaporation 1.22 billion gallons of water a year.
plant will consume .61 billion gallons
evaporation.

The Azusa

water a year by

This is lost water.

The projected Puente Hills Plant would consume 3.0

•

billion gallons of water annually.

The dissipation of these

billions of gallons of water into the atmosphere simply provides
the missing ingredient for the moist type of acid rain which we
already have along the coastal area and the coastal fog banks.
Presently and in the area around here we have dry acid rain.
The acidity of the acid rain is described as similar to
that
metals,
wou

toilet bowl cleanser.

nts, foliage, and the human

ngs

Concurrently, we

rience a massive depletion of the water table, which is

already at an extreme low.
short

It is corrosive to plastics,

es, greatly increas

We would have predictable water
costs of water to the consumer,

along w th the increased humidity and ill health .

•

Of no less concern, these incinerators will produce tons
of the dangerous gases and that toxic fly-ash.
hazardous heavy metals.

This contains

Worse yet will be the emission of the

most toxic chemicals--the two series of the polychlorinated
dibenzo-furans and the dibenzo-p-dioxins.

The most toxic being

the 2,3,7,8-Tetrochloro compound known as 2,3,7,8-TCDD and
sometimes referred to as Agent Orange.
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leachi

and bioconcentration.

Thi

implistic dilution

technique really lacks merit.
The Department of Health Services' testing of these
a

s uses two tests.

One is the "wet" method, the W-E-T or the
They check for concentration of certain

waste extraction test.
i

redients, and these were mentioned earlier, the heavy metals

and so forth.
The other test is called the "fish bioassay".
bothers me.

This

A group of fish is subjected to varying

concentrations of this substance for a period of 96 hours.

The

results are judged by the number of fish affected in that period.
These two tests are used to judge whether or not the ash
materials are hazardous.

If this is the state of the art used in

is country, it falls short.

And, I can understand why Sweden

New York have instituted moratoriums until more is known
t the waste emissions, in particular furans and dioxins.

The

testing of fish for 96 hours in no way checks for
b oconcentration nor

r carcinogenic effects of toxic fly-ash.

We all read about the poisoning of the White Croaker,

I

the most common fish off the Santa Monica Bay and the Health
Department's warning not to eat this once popular game fish.
This unnatural poisoning of the Croaker is a clear

valid

scientific demonstration of pollution contamination which
probably took 96 months rather than 96 hours, and it is due to
excessive upstream dumping of untreated effluent which was
rmitted by t

City of Los Angeles.
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With the present South

Coast Air Quality Management District or SCAQMD being unable or
unwilling to meet the proposed EPA health standards it's
unders

t t

district will pr

e a very

tantial amount of federal money since the 1987 deadline will
not be met.

This comes 25 years after banning the outdoor

incinerator use by homeowners.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. ROHDE:

Dr. Rohde.

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
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?
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DR. ROHDE:

In part, yes.
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for the South Coast Basin,
that

lem realistically,

Living in the Valley has taught us residents a lot about
our present air and water quality.

Each day we learn of more

contaminated wells, growing water shortages, increasing smog and
ozone violations.

It seems clear that the message of the local

citizens, the surrounding cities, their city councils and mayors,
the local physicians, all of the area hospitals, and LACMA
council is quite simple and clear.

The San Gabriel Valley Basin

is geographically unsuited for construction of the world's

•

largest garbage incinerators, some of which are going to use
unproven technology.

This would be hazardous to the public

health and the environment and would also be an enormous
insurance liability risk for any agency to assume.
In September of this year, I wrote Assemblywoman Tanner,
Assemblyman Lancaster, Senators Montoya and Pete Wilson,
Congressmen Torres and Drier of my concerns.

I proposed to them

at that time the alternative construction of a dedicated rapid
transit railroad network to carry huge cargo containers of
garbage refuse to remote desert sites where t

M-S-W could be

sorted, reclaimed, processed, burned, scrubbed and energy
eduction and fertilizer production carried out without having a
negative impact on our local environment, public health, real
estate and natural resources.

The M-S-W incinerators, such as

that proposed for Irwindale is simply not suited for the densely
populated cities of the San Gabriel Valley.
And, I thank you for your time.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

Doctor.
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Thank you very much,
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They emit in particular dioxins

and furans which are all referred to as the most toxic substances
known

man
When you consider these incinerators, you have to

consider all of those impacts ...
Are you listening?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We're accustomed to listening.

Go

ahead.
DR. ATTAWAY:

When you consider these incinerators, you

have to consider all of these pollutants that are emitted and
furthermore you must consider their interactions with one another
and with the many toxic substances that we know are present in
the South Coast Air Basin air already.
A good list of the taxies that are there or candidate
toxics are those which are on the AB 1807 candidate list of the
ARB at the present time for regulation.

However, the health

impacts from these incinerators that have been made, the
assessments that have been made, usually indicate that the
dioxins and the furans represent the heaviest part of the health
impact.

I

So, I'm going to concentrate mostly on them this

afternoon.

But I want to emphasize that you have to consider the

whole set of pollutants, and not just the dioxins.
Dioxins and furans contaminate human tissue throughout
mas
a

of the industrial world already, and also the environment
t

food chain.

For this reason, nations such as Sweden have

construction of new municipal solid waste incinerators
have used them for decades as the principal way
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of disposing of urban waste.
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resence there.
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t

n went to the trouble

to l), take human tissue samples to see wha

the levels were.

In

rticular they were concerned about mother's milk because the
infant is very vulnerable to the impact

dioxins and furans

because it retards the development of its immune system.

It

actually suppresses the immune system.
So, they were very interested in that question.

They

then took those levels of concentrations in human tissue and
mother's milk and also in parts of the food chain, in particular
the edible fish in Sweden, and on the basis of these samples,
determined that those concentrations were in excess of those that
would be accepted from the point of view of a daily intake into
humans.
So, they are estimating that the levels that are already
present in the environment and in mother's milk are in excess of
what they can accept.

Now, they did calculations in the

rcentage of incinerators to see whether or not those
incinerators could indeed be the source, and provide a sufficient
body burden to cause these effects and they determined that they
could.

There

re, they have imposed the moratorium.

The

moratorium is for about a year-and-a-half until they get a handle
on some of these facts.
Does that answer your question?
ASSEMBLYMAN MOUNTJOY:
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Yes.

Sure.

How long of a moratorium was

declared in Sweden?
DR. ATTAWAY:

It was declared in early 1985 and it will

go until probably about June of next year, presuming that they
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get the right answers back from the Swedish Environment
Protection Agency.
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One point
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The second point is that many of the estimations that
have been made of emission rates have presumed that you can
upon temperature in order to control dioxins and furans.
If you can't, then clearly most of those emission estimates are
in error and I believe most of them deemed overly optimistic.
Thirdly, it's clear that if this is the case, then you
have to do something else in order to controL dioxins from these
incinerators.

•

There are various options.

One obvious one is to

try to separate from the solid waste some of the precursors that
lead to their creation downstream.

And, in particular plastic

substances are a very good candidate for doing that.
Another thing ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. ATTAWAY:

Doctor.

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I am curious about something now.

I

feel and I am sure that probably many, many people feel that we
simply have enough problems here in the San Gabriel Valley and
very likely a plant such as a waste-to-energy plant should not be
placed in a very highly populated area.

But, do you feel perhaps

that it is a pretty good alternative to landfill if it is

•

properly sit

, or do you feel that there is no proper area on

to site such a facility?
DR

ATTAWAY:

I'm not going to waffle but I'll answer

the question more broadly.
I think that you could site them in other less heavily
ted, less

luted situations but that you would still want

to manage their emissions and therefore their impact down to some
reasonable level.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

But, you know, we are going to

have to find alternatives to landfill
f

We are going to have to

alternative methods to handle our waste and manage our waste

whether it is hazardous or solid waste.
DR. ATTAWAY:

I agree with that, Mrs. Tanner.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I

am hoping

in the long run

t

that we don't say, "Let's just continue on developing new
landfills and putting our

zardous or solid waste in landfills."

You know, I think that we should encourage new technologies as
the gentleman here that is going to talk about composting.

I

think that there are probably many alternatives.
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It used

emission rate estimates that were optimistic as I previously
discussed.

It ignored lots of pathways to the local population

that need to be considered, such as the soil pathways, ingestion,
absorption and things like that.
Now, I think that such an analysis is the central and
essential part of any decision about how to use these
incinerators and the extent to use them in a heavily populated
and limited area.

•

But, that analysis needs to be improved a

great deal before you can use data as a basis for decisions.
My final remark before summarizing is that we badly need
in the South Coast Air basin guidelines on how you site these
incinerators.

I'll use an example the 12 incinerators that are

currently planned for installation in the South Coast Air Basin.
If you look at them, they are in a rather narrow, north,
southwest, northeast line, a rather narrow line pointed directly
at the San Gabriel Valley and they couldn't be, I don't think
they could be placed in a worse sort of a geometry, relative to
the accumulative impact.

It's clear that not a great deal of

attention has been given to that geometry, and that has to be
done.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

One of the kind of interesting

things that I have picked up very clearly at this hearing is the
fact that there are four within the area defined by Mr. Stuart
that would generate at least 16,000 tons a day -- I don't know
where you get those offsets.

Now, Dr. Tennant mentioned Downey

which he considered the same basin.

There is absolutely no

question about the fact that this Valley is becoming overloaded.
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DR. ATTAWAY:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

't know where you are

I
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ng to get the offsets for

don't know where they are
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DR. ATTAWAY:

Well, the other

don't think so.
DR. ATTAWAY:
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r all that stuff comi

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
Rivers

There is no question about that.

wind.

By the

, the people in

It kind of
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s.

It's the last stop minus one.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. ATTAWAY:
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All right.

Does that ....

just want to summarize.

impacts are really very uncertain ri

The health

now, but serious.

The

combustion operating parameters don't look like they really will
manage

emission rates.
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DR. ATTAWAY:

Well, I think that the usual approach is a

regionwide, state implementation plan, but then they go about
tting individual sources.

However, Jeff Stuart did say this

morning that they did want to do a regional study.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Well, you have 16,000 tons a day

of new garbage burning starting in, you know, one area.
DR. ATTAWAY:
don't want to do that.

Well, it is perfectly clear to me that you
That is what I mean by guidelines.

And, then, finally, if you are going to decide how to
use these incinerators, what their role should be, and where to
put them and at what level, how densely?

You simply have to

answer these health questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
DR. ATTAWAY:

At the state level?

I don't care if you do it at state or at

the local level, but they have to be paid attention to.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
SENATOR MONTOYA:

Senator.
Just one brief question.

Is there some research going on since this dioxin thing,
some kind of a federally funded program or a privately funded
research going on somewhere in the United States on these issues?
DR. ATTAWAY:
for dioxins and furans.

There is.

There is a worldwide concern

This year there was the fifth

international conference on dioxins a
West Germany.

furans and they were in

All of the countries in the industrialized world

that have these incinerators were present.

All of these

countries sponsor basic health research, engineering research,
regulatory programs in order to manage this problem.
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Good afternoon.

My name is Alan Eschenroeder.

independent consultant in risk
modeling.

a~sessment

I am an

and air quality

I guess my participation here stems from my

responsibility for these two areas with Pacific Waste
Management's application for the resource recovery facility in
Irwindale that we have heard so much about this afternoon.

Large

corporations in the utility and energy sectors make up the rest
of my client list, as do the

•

u.s.

EPA and MIT.

My testimony

here, however, reflects my own views and which guide my work for
these clients.
My training was in engineering, both a bachelor and
doctorate at Cornell University.

I have been working in computer

modeling over 30 years, the last 18 have been in the
environmental sciences.
Today, I just want to address two of the questions that
were on your list that your staff passed along to me.
One.

The big question is what is known about what sort

of safeguards we can take and how we can assess these
technologies for protecting public health associated with
waste-to-energy systems.
Number two, is how can we focus this knowledge on
certain special problems here in the San Gabriel Valley.
Briefly I'll cover some features of each one of these
questions, but I'd prefer to leave site specific discussions to
the appropriate hearings and workshops which are now going on for
that purpose.
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
DR. ESCHENROEDER:

ills

just a moment.

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
1

Excuse me

That assumes that these

11 close up.
DR. ESCHENROEDER:

That assumes, right, that there will

be no more waste fed to these landfills.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
to close them up?

One other question, who is going

In other words, you're assuming now that

everyone that carries trash is going to the Irwindale plant.
DR. ESCHENROEDER:

Not quite.

What I'm-- may I answer

that?
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
DR. ESCHENROEDER:

Sure.

Okay.

I

would appreciate that.

I'm going on the basis that

the adopted solid waste plan for Los Angeles County which
envisions during the 1990's, some five to seven thousand tons of
displaced
ci

councils
ieve

•

ing on landfills.

I

am assuming since all of the

t have to participate in this solid waste plan

t's going to happen, and, I am simply going on what
ic elected officials here have envisioned for their solid

waste

I

e
t

am not making that as an assumption.

envision c
I

ing down landfil

in answer to your

am simply quoting •...

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
talki

So, I guess

..• the county plan.

You are

about landfills that don't necessarily belong to the
, then, therefore, you are talking about landfills

t

t the county must

or somebody must buy.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. ESCHENROEDER:

Thank you very much, Doctor.
I'll answer any questions that you

like.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Any questions?

All right.

Our next speaker will be Mr. James Gostin, Citizens
Association for a Safe Environment.
MR. JAMES GOSTIN:

I don't have all the credentials that

some of the speakers have that have spoken to you today.
You have heard a lot of high-powered facts and figures.
I am just an individual that gets up in the morning and
goes to work and if he is lucky he comes home.
process the next morning.

Repeats the

I am probably one of the only few

fellows in here that has had two heart attacks and heart surgery
and says, "Thank you, Lord" when he opens his eyes in the
morning.
But at any rate I would like to start and read this
presentation to you.

I know you are tired.

You have been here a

long time.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:

Is it a long statement?

No, it is not long but it is handwritten.

I can type it and submit it to you at a later date.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:

Fine.

But, when I was contacted -- Dorothy Rice

indicated that we would have five to ten minutes to talk.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:

You will have five minutes.

Some have talked 30, some have talked 40,

some have talked longer.

I have kept track of it.

this in about five minutes.
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I can read

Honorable Assemblywoman Sally Tanner and the Members of
the Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Committee, my name
is

tin.

D.

Citizens Assoc

which is the

I'm a board member

tion for a Safe Environment, and I am also here

in the interest of concerned citizens living in Bradbury.

If you don't recognize the City of Bradbury, it was the
first city to file as an intervenor opposed to the PWM facility
being pr

It is strictly a rural

for the City of Irwinda

community

ted to raising horses and growing avocados.

is not a sl

ing community, and it is

But it

by a very active

r

city manager and council.
Both CASE and the City of Bradbury thank you for
conducti
heal

this meeting in the interest of our
rs livi

of o

health of
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e again.

rni

reve

of tra
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not

for
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direction t
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in

United States, if
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until r
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riel Valley the worst
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Since

improve
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Gabr el Valley and the
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And, it is

thought is given to
the

a

rs that fol
re is an o

same

1

lity of the air we brea

rnia in 1954,

spent in attempting to
We must admit that

ly we have made giant positive strides, but because
Los Angeles Basin and the

associated with

city, we have a long

to go.
0

Certain standards have been established by the EPA and
these standards have not been obtained.

We refer to the Clean

Air Act of 1970, which to date, the SCAQMD has failed to meet.
Coupled with the problem we are presently having without the
operation of any trash-to-energy facilities, is the contamination
of our drinking water.

The contamination of our drinking water

is getting worse and a number of the cities are meeting the
crisis by shutting down wells or where they have attempted to
take corrective measures, they have found that the contamination
level has increased to a point where it has become necessary to
reduce the well-water flow, so that the corrective measures taken
will be effective.
Now, with this period of time, we have an air standard
which we have failed to reach.

We have a water contamination

condition that is far from being solved.
conditions are extremely important.

Both of these

My health, your health, and

the health of others is being threatened.
With the conditions as stated, we suddenly find
ourselves inundated with plans to construct -- and now I have
heard between 12, 14, and 19 trash-to-energy facilities within
I

the Los Angeles Basin.
Designers of the trash-to-energy facilities admit with
all their technology that the proposed facilities will emit a
large amount of pollutants.

We have heard that today.

We are told that the emission level pollutants will not
be dangerous to our health.
out.

To this we say, garbage in, garbage

In actuality, the designers really do not know what the
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emission level will be.
technique,

We are informed that the mass burn

rning at an extremely high temperature, an adequate

retention t

will destroy the pollutants

to cancer.

t will contribute

We refer specifically to dioxins and

rans which are

the most dangerous of all cancer-causing agents.
However, this statement is being chal
of high

nged by a number

qualified technical people because it has been

discovered by tests that at the bag house

re the temperature

must be reduced, there is more dioxin corning out than going in.
We

rd a statement here from Mr. Stuart who indicated that the

bag house would take out the dioxin.
unders

t

I want to make it clearly

t the increased dioxin was not found before going

into the bag

e but was discovered at

discharge of the bag

house.
As of this date, there is no answer to this phenomenon
but it certain

should be reason e

proposed trash-to-energy facilities.
te
generati

to call a halt to the
In 1984

re were

105 cities in the United States involved in

ne

process steam.

are invo

in utilizing

trash as a main source of fuel but not one city has a safe
atmosphere

t

associat

with

sin.

There is a big study going on at
Arizona.

We have docketed this information

University of
th

CEC.

We

also, as CASE, submitted four or five alternatives to the
trash-to-energy situation.
We
apprec

eciate that the
fact

just to sit
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lem exists.
re and

We also
in without an

alternative is not much good.

We're also concerned about the

fact that a lot of advice, or advice without responsibility, is
no advice at all.
I wonder and we wonder if there was a legal entanglement
or legal involvement with these trash-to-energy facilities how
strongly they would support them.
Now, to emphasize the vulnerability of the Valley

•

because of the prevailing winds, is

int~resting

to note that in

1985 the cities of Pasadena and Azusa had a total of 63 State I
smog alerts.

Long Beach had one, and, West L.A. had four.

Now,

over a period of eight years -- this is all published information
-- Pasadena and Azusa had a total of 661 Smog I alerts, Long
Beach had seven and West L.A. had 39.
Now, you are going to put in all these trash-to-energy
burning facilities, the prevailing winds are going to bring all
that effluent in the direction of this Valley.
We are concerned because the SCAQMD will shortly be
changing their rules applicable to the requirement of promoting
offsets.

They may be very, very good for industry but they're

not worth a darn to the people who have to suffer from the
effluence of the facility that is built

~n

their particular area.

And, I would just like to challenge you people as to what would
you do if one of these facilities were being built in your
backyard, which actually is happening in my particular case?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Both of us live in the district.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

They are being built in our

backyards.
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MR. GOSTIN:

I want to commend you on the way

Okay.

that you are conducting this meeting and the interest that you
are

i

you very much.
I was also going to comment on the innovative technology

that was

ing to be permitted, but I understa

omitted, not al
We

so I will just pass that up.
't believe that the life

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
say?

tancy

Just a moment.

What did you just

is bothering you?
MR. GOSTIN:

I

that has been

have att

The innovative technology -- at one time --

a good number of the CEC workshops and so forth.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:
workshops and duri

No.

This is not a CEC workshop.
No.

I said that I have attended these

the workshops

were going to give credit

to PWM for innovative technology which was going to -- you know-more or
+-....

ss make the permitting a little bit easier.

Southern

rnia Air Quality Control

resci

rticu

commen

on

t.

I

hope

r end of it.
t

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:

have

I

I really

fac

I

di

't want to

that clear.
't know, Mr. Gostin.

to

trans

rred to the

es.
MR.

talk

So, I

We were told earlier today that

faith offsets were not al
t

t has

What is this?
MOUNTJOY:

t

Now, the

IN:

Well, I am not talking about that.

about innovative technology.
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They were

I

am

ing to give

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

The statement was made today

that in response to my question that innovative technology would
not be considered in this project.

It would deal with the

state-of-the-art.
MR. GOSTIN:

Yes.

That is what I said -- I am

eliminating this.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. GOSTIN:

Thank you, Mr. Lancaster.

You asked what did I mean by that.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
meant.

I still don't understand what you

(laughter).
MR. GOSTIN:

We don't believe the life expectancy of our

existing landfills has been properly presented.

Further, there

are viable alternatives that will not affect our health.

And, we

have indicated to CEC and to other boards that there are things
that we should be doing.

We should be doing further research.

We can go into compaction.

We can go into composting.

are other places to site these facilities.

So, there

All right.

Let me conclude by saying let's not be stampeded into
making money-making decisions for a few that could seriously
affect the health of many.

•

We would like to recommend that the

committee sponsor a legislative initiative calling for a
moratorium on all waste-to-energy facilities until more
definitive data is available.
May I be allowed to take just about five more minutes of
your time?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No.

No, you may not.

There is one

more person on the schedule to speak and there are other people
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here who have requested time.
time.

We are 15 minutes over the allowed

am not going to shut off the public comment.

I

to be

I expect

to give an opportunity to some of the other people to

speak.
You mentioned the fact that others were up there at the
podium for longer than five or ten minutes.
that were asked many, many

There were those

tions by this committee and that

extended their time, and I

just simply can't give you any more

time.
DR. GOSTIN:
statement

Let me make one statement, please, just one

and that is that the ash from PWM facility has already

been classified as hazardous.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you very much.

Our final scheduled witness is Mr. Will Baca from the
Hacienda Heights Improvement Association.
MR. WILL BACA:
committee members.
the Hacienda Hei

I

Good afternoon, Madame Chair and

come before you today to

s Improvement Association, t

on behalf of
citizens of

Hacienda Heights.
Let me give you a little background on myself.
engineer.

I

have been a professional in

I'm an

business for 25

rs
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
again.

Mr. Baca, we're

to have you

We have been seeing a lot of you lately.
MR. BACA:

Yes.

For those other members that are not

familiar with me, I have been a consultant in the general
engineering

iness for 10 years.
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I have been involved with the

waste management problem since 1979 when I served as a Director
of the Workman Mill Association.

That's a neighborhood that Mr.

Montoya lives in, so, I have become involved with these
activities for now going on six years.
The problems with landfill and waste management in
general are quite numerous and have had ample testimony today
with regard to the technical activity, so, I am not going to
waste a lot of time dealing with technical issues, although I
feel quite confident in answering or dealing with those
questions.
I think that I would rather speak with you today more in
terms that the layman can understand, and, that is, with regard
to the various jargons that you have heard here today.
Offsets.

Offsets to the layman and to everyone else

should be characterized as robbing Peter to pay Paul.
this technical discussion.

Enough of

Enough of the characterization that

you are going to minimize the impacts and that you are going to
improve the net region.

When a plant that is 30 or 40 years old,

a refinery plant in Carson or Torrance or Wilmington stays alive
another five years because it wants to sell its offsets to the

I

Irwindale facility ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. BACA:

That certainly was not the intent.

That is not the intent of what offsets are.

It matters not to me that the plant should have shut down and
would have shut down on its own accord on an economic basis, but
when I live in La Puente or Hacienda Heights and my environment
is going to be impacted, so the layman knows, he is sophisticated
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enough to know

t offsets are nothing more than robbing Peter

to pay Paul.
th r
district,

rd to the activities

sanitation

t

i-regional

county sanitation district, the on

entity that is dealing with refuse-to-ene

,

I

suppose I have to

be a little bit more cynical, and that is that in 1984, August of
the environmental

1984 when we reviewed the initial draft

s that were

impact statement for the refuse-to-ener

considered at Puente Hills, the person who chairs the Waste
Management

ttee

r

Hacienda Heights, Mr. Jim Stagner who
r commitments,

would have spoken to you today but had
characteriz

in his testimony at their hearing, the Sanitation

strict as

i

greedy and deceitful and arrogant.

today I will add fr
Sanitation

activ ties of the

lent, because

illing but

four or five years with regard not only to

consi

r

refuse.
occasion

place.

in 197

day.

was taki

is

J.

r

itic

He

ly entertain the solution, a r
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s were

le to

garbage in one

t the only solution is

of the county

day and on

t's greed when

i

It is also arrogant to consi

r

by permit

y l

e from Haci

n on the order
in 9,000 tons per

l

ing 12,000 tons

Today it is

,

n you

as g

1982 it was

irement

consi

ser

fi

s 13,000 tons

ce at

and

, can be character z

t the r 1

of 3,000 tons

r

r the last

strict as we have come to know them

refuse-to-ener

With that

r t

t

decisionmakers

of the Valley would
ional solution, to the

waste management problem by proposing 10,000 tons a day in one
location.

It's arrogant when they proposed that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Have there been some politicians who

has been proposing that?
MR. BACA:

I would submit that there have been.

Let me

characterize the politicians' participation in this and this may
be de facto and I would, in fact, characterize the County Solid
Waste Management Plan as perpetuation of de facto solutions that
were applied to dumps in the '60s and the '70s and those same
strategies are being proposed as the solution to waste management
or refuse-to-energy activities, when you realize that every
single major waste-to-energy facility is proposed to be located
either on a dump or near a dump.

That to me, is nothing more

than creating a sausage factory, because what happens is that
because the county sanitation districts characterized their role
in this as purveyors of a solution to the refuse hauling industry
and in fact they consider them to be their clients, because they
characterize their role in this matter, they will do nothing to
create a regional solution that disturbs the already existing
infrastructure.
I

So, to me that's arrogance and it's deceitful

when you consider that for instance in the 1984, the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, the plan for a 10,000 ton a day
facility was in fact five 2,000 tons a day facilities, located
side by side with five stacks coming out of the plant.

Now, when

we pointed that out to them, they in turn finally responded that,
"yes, that was true", although they didn't discuss it in the EIR.
Well, we commented quite critically about that, in fact,
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some of our people got to Senator Campbell and told him that that
was i

erable and he agreed and he went to the Sanitation

District

they said, "sure, we will only have one stack."

next year,

ich was

So

t of '85, they came out with their

second draft and what did they have, 10,000 tons a day with one
stack?

The same identical plant, the only thing that they did

is, if Senator Campbell wants only one stack then we will give
him one

That's deceitful.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Mr. Baca, may I

interrupt?

Ten

thousand tons a day generates how many megawatts?
MR. BACA:

About 250.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

e of t
the juri

permit process is movi

along, is under

ction
MR. BACA:

let me

The Puente Hills Landfill then,

ress t

And,

t one issue.

AS EMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
Ener

happe

Commission.

Of the Regional Planni

nvolved but the

law.
Let me say one more thi

and that is that I sit on the Citizens
Puente Hills

that

kind of

ission not getti

s to
MR. BACA:

I

along those lines

isory Committee for the

ill.
LANCASTER:

from

Do

now why they are exempt

ssion's scrutiny?
MR

BACA:

That's the deception
LANCASTER:

t we heard about.

In other words, we are all ...
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MR. BACA:

As long as you divide it under 50, the siting

process is expedited.
more bluntly to you.
they're fraudulent.

It doesn't fall under CEC.

Let me put it

I think that is what they are doing and
I sit on a citizens advisory committee and

not until this morning did I learn that they're proposing two
plants at 47 megawatts each.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That is fraudulent.
That really was startling

information, wasn't it?
MR. BACA:

With regard to that activity, I got the

impression from the committee this morning that there was a
little bit of agonizing over the fact that local control was
taken away when Irwindale decided to go with a 3,000 ton a day
plant and, therefore, be subjected to the CEC purview.
I did a little bit of soul searching with regard to that
idea because the workshops that I have attended and the
activities that I've witnessed with regard to the CEC have led me
to believe that I would rather be before the CEC than before the
County Regional Planning Commission and before SCAQMD and before
the County Health Department, primarily because the solution
that's being imposed upon us is a solution that is predefined by
county sanitation districts, which many of you have previously
presided upon.

Those county sanitation districts are

representatives from cities, and more than half of those cities
have regulations prohibiting transfer stations, prohibiting
waste-to-energy, prohibiting composting, and those solutions are
imposed upon Hacienda Heights, an unincorporated area, which has
relatively little power in the process.
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TANNER:
MR

BACA:

You

d you

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
t that

I

home rule you

stion?

a

Well,

, too, but
t

am not

I

r

rtant has to do
ional

, it is

use them to

Hills

300 acres

they have
r

ious to us that they have

wi 1 ei

unacceptable

utmost.

tever plan

30

40

or

r

t it wil
r

As an example, Puente

nsist

r be fil

r

industry

from wha

implement

a r

sited
Senator

when we

be implemen
rough

11 be filled

ional agency that
i

including
refuse

rsonally feel that waste-to-ene
It

rs, that

that to us is an

have as clients,
I

t

fill

nterests o
the

the resources

ll

rty at

t

wi

with them

that is

that

p

testified in their

We have met with them, we

e

I

ed to looking at a

We as citizens

and in every s
an unsta

is and the

the entire five years that

have dealt with them, been unalterably
1 solution.

iate.

think is

I

county sanitation district has,

is

t

we deal with these things on a r

jurisdiction.

ing to give up

believe that concurrent with

I

esentation

r

other activity that

reg

fend here?

still believe in home rule.

I

MR. BACA:

with

to

Absolutely not hi

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

the

no

to be

in a way that is properly
tle in 1982, to inform

, we were able

some 10,000 signatures

9

in the community of Hacienda Heights.

We were able to get 700 of

our neighbors to contribute on the order of $50,000 to fight this
thing.

We got over 1200 members of the community to attend a

regional planning commission hearing which was unheard of in this
county, ever.

We can, on a moment's notice, get 200 or 300

homeowners to attend hearings pertaining to these activities.
So, we're not out there ignoring the problem, but we, quite

•

frankly, don't have the resources of a Miller Brewing, and we
don't get the attention in the press even though the Puente Hills
proposal is by far the most outlandish proposal that anyone could
have ever conceived.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But you get the attention of the

people who were sitting here on this.
MR. BACA:

Well, I am glad for that attention and I

appreciate it and I will let you know ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And we certainly consider it just as

serious an area and as serious a problem as Irwindale, the Valley
in general.
SENATOR MONTOYA:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
I

SENATOR MONTOYA:

Madame Chair.
Yes.
Assemblyman Mountjoy has indicated

that perhaps the people ought to know where we each reside,
because it is not as if we are acting here as nonresidents.

I

happen to live off of Workman Road which is probably no more than
two miles from what is going to be the Mt. Everest of landfills,
if it continues.
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I have two children still at home that are 12 and 10.
There are neighborhood kids.

I am very, very concerned.

I think

again that we have to think about tradeoffs and what do you do?
Do you go on building a Mt. Everest, or do you look to some other
technology for part of these solutions?

I want you to know that

the last time there was an uproar in Hacienda Heights, Senator
Campbell did get the favorable publicity in the local papers for
going before the Sanitation District in doing that.

I am not a

person who believes in tailgating or trying to legislate as your
Senator by press release or press conference, okay?

He took the

lead, let him do it, just like Sally Tanner is our Chairwoman of
the Toxics Committee, my tendency will always be to defer and
take her leadership on the issue because that's who is in charge.
My responsibility is business and professions, but on the other
hand, it had not been articulated to me until today that the
problem still remained relating to the La Puente Landfill in the
sense that the fraudulent solution that you talked about was
instead of the one 10,000 stack, having had five, or whatever it
was, or two,

avoid the full-blown permit process required by

the Energy Commission for any plants that are over 50 megawatts,
I think that was a fraudulent way of approaching that.
The other thing, however, Sally, that I think is
important to state because there is enough blame to go around
here if that's what we want to do, if we are not looking for
solutions, each and every city council in L.A. County belongs to
the sanitation district.

Each city council appoints one member,

normally the mayor, to go down there to those monthly meetings
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and make some determinations.

It would seem to me they're the

ones guilty of irresponsibility, if you want to say somebody's to
blame at the local level.

Number one:

For those people not

having the information, or not having raised the issue on behalf
of their cities, and secondly, I mean, like you said there should
have been a regional plan devised based upon the input given to
each of those members from those city councils that are members
of the sanitation district.
MR. BACA:

Well, let me respond very briefly.

It's my

opinion that the process and the mechanism that exists today is
out of control, it will not reach a proper solution for all the
reasons that we discussed, and we can debate at length.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, we must reach a proper

solution and we must consider the public's health and safety and
the environment.
MR. BACA:

Unless this committee acts to either preempt

or create a regional entity that can deal with it, I have
absolutely no confidence that the likes of the county sanitation
district will cease operating in a fraudulent manner.

I have

been dealing with them too long.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you very much Mr. Baca, and I

would like to point out that Assemblyman Lancaster lives in
Covina, Assemblyman Mountjoy lives in Monrovia, I live here in El
Monte, we all have families and we're all concerned about these
very problems.
MR. BACA:

Thank you.
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The only complaint

that you'll ever hear anybody say about composting is the fact
that they can't find a market for the compost.

Well, it seems to

me from what I've heard and what I've listened to over the last
ll years that I've been involved in this industry, and the
millions and millions of dollars that have been spent to tell you
that there are problems that they don't know anything about, that
there could have been some money spent in locating a market for
the compost.
Compost is dirt, everything you throw away without
exception can be turned into compost or recycled with the
exception of about three percent.

Three percent has to be

landfilled in a landfill that doesn't require being a sanitary
landfill.

I say this because we've had the experience.

There's

over 30 years of technology that's gone into our technology of
developing compost from garbage and waste products.

No one's

ever mentioned the other problem that you have which is sewage
sludge.

We not only get rid of the garbage and the solid waste,

but we handle the problem of sewage sludge that's mixed with the
waste materials that can't be recycled.

We take out 18.5 percent

of the total waste stream and recycle it.

Now I've heard all

kinds of numbers, but nobody has ever come up with an absolute
number as far as what can be recycled, but we know what can be
done because we've been in the business for many years and are
doing it in operating a plant.
But what I want to tell you today is that more
recognition needs to be done towards other types of waste
disposal.

Waste is not a bad product.
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Waste is a natural

resource.
by the

It's something that we need in our soil.
r 2,000, all of the projections

for

We know that

t have been given

rs in the State of Cali

rnia, we're going to

be reaching a 50 percent shortage of water.

Put compost in your

soil where agriculture is and you need less than 50 percent of
the water to irrigate that we're now currently using.

We're

losing more than four million acres of top soil annually
t the United States in erosion.

r

and it

n't erode.

Put

t on the soil

We know this because we've been testing

r many, many yeats with the U.S. Department of Agriculture

this

and many of the other universities, nationwide.

Strange that

we've

tten a contract in Nigeria, Africa, to build a plant and

as of

terday I got another contract to bu ld five plants in

Cairo

t we haven't got the bra ns to do it right

here

it the most.

re we

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you.

Thank you ve y much.

That was very

interesti
Our next witness will be Jesse Duff representing the
Ci y

Duarte, the City Council.

You're r

resent

the City

Counc 1?
MR.

DUFF:

Assistant to t
City
to g ve

Yes, my name is Jesse Duff, I'm

City Manager, and I am
il.

I think I'm goi

a written statement

to
I

re at the direction of
our

Thank
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I'm going

m going to cut down my

statement to about one minute.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

ro.

very much.

MR. DUFF:

The City of Duarte City Council strongly

opposes development of waste-to-energy facilities in the Los
Angeles basin.

Among the concerns the City Council has are a lot

of those discussed here today.

Number one, the air pollution

problem in the basin, the dioxin and furan problems, and probably
the one that concerns us the most is the licensing of
waste-to-energy plants.

It appears to be inconsistent,

disjointed and illogical.
On the back page of the handout that I submitted is a
map that graphically demonstrates our concern.

For the purposes

of this map we plotted nine waste-to-energy facilities that are
known to be planned for construction in the Los Angeles basin.
The windflow pattern map demonstrates that the cumulative air
pollutant emissions from these facilities will significantly
increase the already high air pollution burden of the San Gabriel
Valley, and will increase the background pollutant concentrations
in the immediate vicinity of the proposed Irwindale facility.
As shown in the attached map, in the summertime, air
typically flows over the proposed facilities in the southern

•

central portions of the air basins, over the plants in
Wilmington, SERRF, South Gate, Downey, Commerce and Puente Hills.
The emissions from these facilities will be carried by the air
flows and converge in the San Gabriel Valley, then be transported
north to the San Gabriel mountains, to the Monrovia, Duarte,
Irwindale, and Azusa areas.

There, the emissions from the

proposed Irwindale and Azusa facilities will be added to the air
and transported eastward toward Covina, West Covina, and San
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I
l i ies a

of expertise
a

ir amount

planni

and

in the State of

California.

That has been an area of expertise of mine for more

than 12 years now.
Madame Chair we are so happy that you're here, we're so
sad that it's 5:00 o'clock and you have so little time left but
we still nevertheless are most appreciative.
Rather than offer anything technical for you, what I
would like to bring to the attention of the committee as quickly
as I can, is what is going on a little bit.

I would like to open

up a little bit more of what is going on with the Los Angeles
County Sanitation District and the Puente Hills landfill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FOX:

Please do.

My client owns the property that is

immediately adjacent to the landfill, some property there and is
building a business park called Crossroads Business Park.

That's

a joint venture between Kerche-Turner Company and Majestic Realty
which functions as R.R.& C. Development Company.

They have

approximately a hundred acres there, they have quite an
investment.

In the environmental impact report that was

circulated in the summer of 1985, which I might add my client was

•

not ever notified or given a copy of that EIR or put on a mailing
list until about three days before the 45-day public review
period had terminated and six days after the only public hearing
that the sanitation district has so far held on that EIR.

I have

submitted to them a five-page letter asking a number of
questions, asking for notification of further hearings, and
notification of any activity whatsoever that is going to bear on
refuse-to-energy.

I have yet to receive from Mr. Cary, or anyone
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who works for him, the courtesy of a response to my letter which
was

liver

and for which they signed.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
real

res nt that ki

That's interesting.

You know I

of an attitude.

SENATOR MONTOYA:

Sally, couldn't we in terms of

immediate action, sign a letter, you know, I'm certainly willing
to sign a joint letter with you relating to the opening up of
that hearing process because I have gotten a couple of other
letters that were brought to my attention.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
to us so

t

we can get a

MS. FOX:

I

sts shou
MS

FOX:

Would

certainly will.
And I trust that people who will

certa n

be r

to.
ires it

Well the law r

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FOX:

Of course.

public

to
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to
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MS. FOX
give
f
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Nor have to ask their legislators to
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to,
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
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to hire an attor
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get some information

tter together and ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
make r

Yes.

ind in

they can't

ing a valid

oved plan

Without a plan

rove any of these ref se-to-energy facilities.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So now they're just on the verge of

approving.
MS. FOX:

They're just on the verge of approving a plan.

But, you see, Senator Montoya has really come so close to the
nerve here so many times today, it's been very difficult for me
to sit still here in my seat.
A number of laws have been enacted by the Legislature in

•

the last eight or ten years, and probably more like six or eight
years, in response to something the Senator zeroed in on earlier
and that is that when we had a previous administration under

•

Governor Brown, a lot of the agencies were acting differently and
they were going very, very slow and there were a lot of things
for public benefit that were not receiving attention in the State
of California and the attention to which they were entitled and
that they should have received.

In response to public outcry and

in response to business and in response to a number of local
legislators, the State Legislature has tried to respond to that
by enacting the Permit Streamlining Act which was AB 884, I don't
remember, but where you have to approve a development within one
year from the time the application is deemed complete.
I

All of

these laws that were enacted to help the public and to help
business and to do things in a reasonable fashion are now being
turned around and used against the public •..
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But all of those required public

hearings, the ordinary, the normal procedures .•
MS. FOX:

I understand that ...
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
fol

But if those agencies are not

e procedures and requirements then they are

br

law
MS. FOX:

the County
the

It is not working that

When the plan for

Los Angeles went to the Board of

rvisors within

t two or three weeks, Mr. Kroll, we r

client, he was at
Board of
heari

t hearing, it was on

agenda for the

rvisors as a consent item.
Mr

esent the same

re was no public

Kroll was there and was prepar

to testify about

the plan, there was no opportunity for anyone to testify
staff r

that the plan be appr

by the county and
train went right

a vote and boom-boom that railr

t tr

down

a

was approved.
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tunities to

think it's
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that, why?

so many

l
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esource to

is body, that

t
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t even have to

tage to notify us,
TANNER:
MONTOYA:
't

seem to

tell me
a

say we're
on these dates?

them envelopes with s

use

Now it is

t

to public letters, why can't

d strict
goi

Go ahead.

rstand that we're

ttee

true we

The

t we can't get any place.

Senator
Ms. Fox, you are an at

s, I'm a

s aski
j

rd time doi

- 2

rney, why

because bureaucrats
somet

If instructed

by their elected officials sometime, why can't a writ of
mandamus, I'm not a lawyer, why can't you force a bureaucrat or
an agency to do its job by some kind of legal tool as that?
MS. FOX:

Senator, we can, but in order to do that the

doctrine in the State of California is that you must exhaust your
administrative remedies.

If you don't know when there's going to

be an administrative hearing and you cannot appear and they won't
answer your letters and they won't talk to you when you go to
their office and they won't answer the telephone and you miss
that hearing and you go into court and the judge sits up there
and says our Legislature has said that you must exhaust your
administrative remedies, you didn't show up at this hearing.

You

didn't know anything about it but you didn't show up at this
hearing.

You didn't exhaust ...
SENATOR MONTOYA:

In this case the judges don't look

behind the law.
MS. FOX:
legislative intent.

Sometimes they do but they're looking for
Their job is to interpret the laws that you

enact and believe me if you had ...

•

SENATOR MONTOYA:
not in this case?
MS. FOX:
well.

They go beyond that often though.

Why

(laughter).
As a litigator, I understand that only too

If I could just take some of you with me to some of the

local agency hearings, you would be shocked ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We deal with these agencies all the

time and I am shocked and appalled, and I have been, and it's a
constant battle.
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MS. FOX:

Well, the only thing that we would ask is that

you got your teeth into the subject matter, is that you stay with
it and

of us that can help you and provi

information, that you allow us to work with

you with
and give you this

information and you consider the information.

That's all we ask.

For the problem with Puente Hills is they are trying to railroad
that through and that is such a farce to talk about two different
jects one mile apart.

That is such a fraud on the people, it

is not to be believed.
In my opinion, there's no way that would fly in a
courtroom, if that's what you're asking me.

That wou

be easily

defeated, because it's so clearly an att

to circumvent the

law.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
them doi

it.

It's beyond my understandi

MS. FOX:
ss

to do

think

But, it is so clear, I can't imagine

I think what I will do, if I have your

a copy.

11

TANNER:
MS. FOX:

from

,

s

I

do.

But more than that, for every response I get

11 send you a copy and if

r desk, you're going
ng

and another one is goi

we are and

t I wr te to them, I

is, for every letter

t them in two

have one stack
y

to

Senator is right; we'll wi

keeps

So, that's where
in court.

But I

ink it is very, very unfortunate that this sort of waste of
resources and we re dealing with waste, has to happen, that
people

kinds of problems.

to go into court wi
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But

we have the disadvantage in a courtroom when we're against an
agency.

Evidence Code, Section 664 gives them the presumption.

Thank you.

We will provide you with information and thank you

for your courtesy today.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Your associate is not going to talk

today.
MS. FOX:

He wants to talk about traffic and the trucks.

MR. ROY KROLL:

My name is Roy Kroll.

One of the major

things that I'm concerned about when you review an environmental
impact report for Puente Hills landfill, is not just the fact
that they are talking about 10,000 tons per day, which they are
already dumping in the landfill, and it has its full associated
traffic impacts that the garbage trucks corning every day and
doing that, they have a conditional use permit which is good for
10 years, until 1993, that allows them to dump 10,000 tons a day
or a maximum of 13,000 tons on any peak day.

With the advent of

the refuse-to-energy facility, they are talking about 3200
vehicles and a total of 22,000 tons per day.

The conditional use

permit, as approved by the county Regional Planning Department,
took into consideration such factors as air pollution, traffic
impacts, in approving that and limiting them to that amount, not
just the aspects of how much garbage goes into the landfill, but
the traffic aspects also are very integral to that permit.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

It's a very important point to

realize, you know, they kind of run through all the testimony on
Puente Hills, that they do this so much a day, 10,000 tons a day,
but you just said they are actually going to do 22,000 ...
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MR. KROLL:

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

MR. KROLL:

They plan to continue

.•. increase of 10,000 tons a

It's actually 22,000 ...

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Are

to burn 22,000

i

tons?
MR. KROLL:

No, they want to burn 10,000 tons.

(i

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. KROLL:

ible).

Well, 10,000 tons generates .•.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I know how much it generates,

but I'm not too sure that we know exactly

t they are really

trying to generate.
MR. KROLL:
ill

They want to continue to dump in the

a ...

this

EMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
to s

t

t

ind of stuff (inaudib

. KROLL:
sa

today that we ought

) .•.
ation district

No, the testimony by

want

lls

... test

to have still 20,000 tons of disposal in

20,000 tons burni

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
go to

state

The county would never have to

in for revenues.

As a matter

)

fact, maybe

. .

r

rty taxes (i

MR. KROLL:

Now, the real point that I'm trying to make

traffi

is, that a gar

traffic

e truck is not equivalent to the

a vehicle, a normal

re are traffic
two to three

i

icles

that
r

g~ve

lar

truck,

-
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senger vehicle, and
a

tor of anywhere from
ially when you put

the trucks on a grade, it even increases the factor further.
Just by way of example, I'm going to exclude the equivalent
factor and you can multiply that later for yourself.

But the

peak traffic that they would have would be 410 vehicles arriving
at the landfill in the peak hour, which is 9:30 in the morning.
That divided by 360 seconds in an hour, gives you one vehicle
every eight seconds, that's going up.

However, the vehicles

return back down the hill every 15 or 20 minutes so you have
actually a vehicle every 4.3 seconds crossing the terrain of the
traffic lanes.

Now, if you put on the equivalent factor of two

or up to three, you have a gridlock of garbage trucks.

There is

just no way it can all be handled and the sanitation district
proposing to handle all of the traffic, the existing landfill
traffic and the proposed refuse-to-energy facility traffic for
either of the two sites that they are asking for a permit on,
from the same entrance point.

And the major mitigating factor

that they state in the environmental impact report, which by the
way, is not done from a traffic standpoint by a traffic engineer,
there's no quotation of any registered traffic engineer doing a
report, with the mitigating environmental traffic effects by
having all the traffic get off at the Crossroads Parkway
Interchange, dump it all on one spot when there's two ways to get
into the facility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
it up.

I'm going to have to ask you to wind

We members are going to have to investigate what in the

world this L.A. County Sanitation District is up to.

I think

we're going to have to find a way to-- I think this kind of
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Dr. Brian Tiep from the City

, I'm sorry that I'm

't know if we're al
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this morning that their attorneys were
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ink he thought it was the
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two plants.
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thought that testimony
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i

distance
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(laughter)
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I'm a

speak.

ng

il tation

I direct the
Hope and also I

y

to have to rush you.

i

ical
research

i

nt and

ojects.

sema, chronic

There are many studies that back up the notion that
pollution causes or aggravates disease, particularly respiratory
disease.
Let me give you a concept.
lung being an external organ.

The concept is that of the

The lung for the sake of this

conceptualization is outside the body.

Actually, it is inside

the body, but it's in contact with the outside environment.

That

which is right next to your face is now inside your body in

•

contact with your lungs.

Your lung is a big absorptive surface

with a lot of blood vessels.

As soon as a chemical comes in, if

that chemical can go across a membrane, it goes into your body
and it goes through all the rest of your body distributed by the
blood system.

So the lung imports air immediately surrounding

the face and because of this absorptive surface and because of
this contact, this means that anything that you can smell is
already inside your body, otherwise you wouldn't smell it.

These

are chemicals that come in contact with your ability to smell,
your sensing organ is in your nose.

Because of that, those

chemicals, themselves, whether it's the chemical apple pie or the
chemical dioxin, whatever that chemical is, if you can smell it,

•

it has already arrived and it can be doing its damage .
We're concerned about particles, we get particles into
the lungs and many particles stay in the lungs.

Continuous

exposure can exist from just one exposure to a certain set of
chemicals.

In other words, they can remain in the body and can

continuously cause you re-exposure to the same chemicals.
is really what I want to say.
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certainly there was nobody around there that was willing to take
responsib lity.

We all have the responsibili

we've got to

use it wise
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
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comment about the liability question
question.

a

This morni

ility is a serious

The State of California is going through a very
tion on liability, and I don'

serious
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responsible and who is liable and that's a serious
fact,
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s

e things.
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Our next witness will be

West Covina.
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very much,
ly Ber

, a citizen from

MS. LOLLY BERGMAN:

Thank you Madame Chair.

I'll make

this just as short as my 13 months experience with this project
will allow me, and I mean shorter.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. BERGMAN:

Okay, thank you.

The introductory remarks I choose to make

today are going to be regarding you individuals as members.

I do

not choose to have you interpret those remarks from trying to
curry favor.

They are part and parcel of exactly what I've

experienced for 13 months.

You are to be commended, every

laudatory phrase that I have ever heard or anybody has ever used,
should be applied to you as members because of the awareness and
astuteness you have shown today.

Let me tell you why and my

background for that statement.
I have, since November 1984 after a chance remark from
an acquaintance, gotten very intrigued with this proposal that 30
years after my moving to this valley and taking down my
incinerator, suddenly there is going to be burning again.

In

that period of 13 months, some 10 hour days, following nine-hour
days, I have not missed one type of investigative hearing.
Secondly, some 30 years of my life in West Covina have
been spent at school board meetings.

I think I have missed 11 in

that 30 years, over 20 years of monitoring city council meetings.
Any other agency that had something to do to the effect that I
might be able to have an interest in, I had to prepare myself for
before I could make any comments on.
My third reason for making that statement would be being
able to evaluate you all, is my willingness to read and do
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research.

I have a file on the Irwindale pr

three boxes.

It goes all the way from ever

ect a

t

is

t

transc

(inaudible) that has been my own expense, two letters that I have
been

to bring to all other aspects incl

agencies that have spoken here today.

a 1

he other

From that standpoint, I

would like to have you recognize that I understand, I'm always
speaking last, because I
and a lot of effort.

represent nobody

Lolly Bergman,

You members have c

effectiveness as our representatives.

r

r

Your remarks have gotten

to the heart of your concerns that are our concerns
minimized the rhetoric of the bureaucracy we ve

have
hearing.

Your individual preparedness shows and finally I am seei
ility, so t

something that is a requirement for accoun

t these

llenged.

pronouncements from the experts do not go

In these

13 months, I can give you additional horror stories as t
attorney did, but not from a business st

, from a

citizen's standpoint.
Before

nd out

ta, I

to g ve

t I was want

had discussions with people from the sanitation dis rict, all
top engineers.

Personally, I was to

requirement to go before the
county government.
or at

t

e

, no,

No, we

All right, I

come

r

different,
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s not a
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together.
All right.
become very evident.
this trash

a

Two clear things,
One:

The

ic is at

of money can

-

rtise as de,
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lt

from ha

r creating

it.

That's very clear, nobody disputes it.
involvement.

The second; the agency

There is more concern voiced by these agencies over

the cost and the timeframe and the difficulty in obtaining
permits in the process, than it is for their own specific role.
These agencies have become advocates, not investigators of
refuse-to-energy.

And I will further show you why I have come to

this conclusion, but less than 10 minutes ago in the ladies room,
I overheard two individuals speaking about those four people that

•

testified before who were for this, certainly had their stories
mixed and I straightened them out and told them, no, those are
our controlling agencies, they are not testifying for it.

•

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. BERGMAN:

That's interesting .

Does that tell you something?

what I've been doing for 13 months.

This is

Maybe I can better explain

to you and answer a few questions that you as individuals who
have asked as we come through here.

Very quickly, the Chair

identified the contradictions that I have been seeing.

It's very

interesting to watch these things, especially when you know how
to watch public agencies.

The contradictions are terrific.

have documented them for 13 months.

I

Sometimes, people from the

same agency contradicted themselves within the same meeting.
you imagine what happened from one month to the next?

Ca

I have

found, besides this documenting, I've been questioning, why does
each agency continually present its case based on the garbage
crisis?

I say, let waste management not try to solve the energy

needs, let SCAQMD manage the air, not the industrial costs
through the transportation, let the sanitation district attend to
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operating its quite well managed facilities for the public good
and not look for ways to circumvent the law.

Not two plants,

five plants.
I will refer you to a letter from CEC to SCAQMD dated, I
believe it was November 12th, it may have been October 12, I
don•t have it in front of me, but I have it in my file.

No, they

are not going to get away with it.

Already, CEC has told them

they come under that jurisdiction.

Reading between the lines on

tr.is six or seven page analysis of their EIR, I think the fish or
c~t

bait plan is going to beat CEC out of their (inaudible)

energy, I think.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Lolly, r•m

s~re

the committee

would welcome a copy of that letter.
MS. BERGMAN:

I will see to it.

I will deliver it

personally to Ms. Tanner•s office.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. BERGMAN:

Thank you.

Today, I heard a waste management district

even entering the role of political impact with their reference
of observing the political pressures may delay the decisions .
Leave the political pressures to me.

r•m the citizen.

Let the

people who are the employees of these controlling agencies do
their job and stay out of my field.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. BERGMAN:
these.

(laughter)

Could you wrap up?

Many public meetings will answer all

Your meeting today, as I said, required answers in this

respect, and seconded only by the procedures that CEC follows;
that agency should be used as a model by all government entities
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for conducting, expertise, and consideration for the public.

The

members have patience, they (inaudible) their explanation, no one
gets hassled, no one gets belittled.

I can't say the same about

(inaudible).
Senator Montoya, why no outcry at Hacienda Heights?
reasons.

At Irwindale there was the intervener process.

Two

Not

trying to talk to an environmental impact report, that's the
difference.

The intervener process gave us the opportunities.

Secondly, I'm one of those people when they got the dioxins and
furans in all those things, I couldn't understand it.

I went to

a public health officer I know who happens to be mayor of our
city.

He wouldn't believe it what I was try} ng to show him that

I had been hearing.

I took one of our other councilmen aside,

and told him about this problem, he says, not only, they haven't
even done an EIR, but they don't have to.

He - didn't believe me

at the next sanitation district, the first public meeting the
sanitation district ever put on, because all the other meetings
are with the mayors and things righ t
was in the audience, but he

there.

laugh~ _ and

Chuck didn't know I

he didn't believe until

then that you don't have to put in an EIR.

But, from there down

to every single agency, everybody belittles the CEC.

Please

don't belittle it, look into it, it's good.
The SCAQMD hearing established its deal by belittling
all the witnesses and they immediately established •..
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. BERGMAN:

(multiple voices).

Let me say, somebody stole my thunder

(inaudible) had the same idea I do.
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I say, the only solution

right now is to put all of the refuse-to-energy
give them

tools to do research,

me

r the CEC,

've

system in place and it wou

the

ace, the

save reinvent

the

wheel and we would get something that would give us a base to
restore trust in government, and B ll
1 control.

,

lieve in

I

Local control, when it comes to how we're

to do things on the local level,

t

kind of decision.

r s

We need the e

ct me to make that
those.

r

committee like the school district or the coun
ries, something like that, do not
with us who do not have that
rtunity for the i

1

nt a
does to study

ct loca

rtis , onl

control to

g ve us the

Thank you.

t.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Next wou d

e ick

F

iams, a

homeowner from Hacienda Heights.
MR. FREDERICK WILLIAMS:

Chair

n't go blank like it usually does.
it says that
esent new rules

e (i

ible) is

wher

i

I

In the December 9th
to

t out new r les

waste-to-energy

nts will

specifically popularized (inaudible) so the e won
meetings on these waste-to-energ

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's i

f

t

t

te esti

have to
e rules go

t

r was

that?
MR. WILLIAMS:

It's in the

The other complaint I have is the lack
SCAQMD being publicized.

I just

nd incidentally, I've lived in Hacie
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riel Valley Tribune.
meetings
to Cali

the

rnia in August

Heights since 1962.

I

remember when the hills were visible.

And I couldn't believe

what's going on and so I started attending what meetings were
being advertised and then I found out that a lot of these
workshops were not being advertised, that's why there's no public
input from most people in Hacienda Heights.
Other than that, I'm against the waste-to-energy for
energy plants.
Gabriel Valley.

I don't see why we need any more energy in San
I guess everyone has to have their

waste-to-energy plants then I'll (inaudible) burn our garbage.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. WILLIAMS:

(inaudible).

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Williams.

We'll take care of our share.

Thank you very much.

Thank you Mr.

Mayor Stuart.
MS. TERRY FITZGERALD:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FITZGERALD:

I have Mayor Stuart's statement.

Is it a long statement?

I'm not even going to read it.

Terry Fitzgerald from the Claremont City Council.

I'm

Mayor Stuart

was here and also Mary Young from the Arcadia City Council and
someone from the Glendora City Council is waiting to speak.
Mayor Stuart's statement, which I'll give you, is basically that
he feels this is not the time and place to build these in the San
Gabriel Valley.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
statement.

Thank you, if you'll give us his

Our final speaker is Bill Robinson from West Covina.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Sally, may I make a request

before Mr. Robinson, I have a copy of the article that appeared
in the San Gabriel Valley Tribune, on December 9th that the
gentleman referred to about a change in rules.
-
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

(multiple voices).

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
l

Thank

Rule cha

es?

Sally, could you sponsor a state

islative committee, a study committee,

the purpose of studying four things?

t would convene for

The energy facilities, two,

the composting technologies, three, the compaction and baling
technologies that are used in Europe, they weren't very much
discussed today.

And also the state 1

islative study,

the committee should study a new mandatory aluminum can
bottle deposit law.
'82?

Since the initiative was defeat

, was it in

A lot of other states have passed mandatory deposit laws.

If you did this in the State of California, it would r
volume of our landfills by five
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
right now, isn't there?

I

rcent.

I think there is a two-

I

don't trust the

bill

ncies to d

heard people talking

t

ling and state-of-the-art risk assessment.
Mississippi these plants have been
rs and anybody with a telephone cou
report from

r

There is still a bill.

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
out the information.

the

ivalent agencies in ot

rati
fi

East of the
r five to ten
out and get a

r states.

articles, in St. Louis, there was an incinerator t
by a federal judge because it d
standards.

-
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ter

I have
t was shut

't meet EPA air pollution

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

... hlew up and killed three

people ...
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
mention about too.

Yes, that•s what I was going to

There are ten to 15 different waste-to-energy

facilities that are operating now in the United States.

Those

facilities operate under sanitation regulations and air pollution
regulations the same as ours would.

A computer just shows the

imagination of the scientists that pushed together that model.
It's not real and that's the escape route that people use when
they want to determine the results before hand.

All they have to

do is get on the phone and call agencies that control these other
facilities east of the Mississippi and ....
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But, you know, we asked the

so-called experts what is happening at these other facilities and
got any number of different answers.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

(inaudible) in Sweden.

(Multiple voices- inaudible).
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So you can see that you really don't

get direct answers from people.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

I

During a break from the meeting, I

talked with an assistant to one of the guys who testified today
from the Air Resources Board and I was talking about these other
facilities and he said, "well, most of them have been constructed
and been closed down because of an accident or some kind of a
mechanical malfunction."

And I said, "no, that's not true."

I

talked about that federal judge that closed ... st. Louis doesn't
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know what to do, now, because they have garbage accumulat
it s

t

and

by a federal judge.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

There is no question

t we

ve t

some ...
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

So, can a legislative study

ttee do all these things that these agencies are s
i

ed t

, but aren't?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, we can do studies.

That's

what this hearing is today, a study with hopes that we get
n
l

rmation

where we see flaws, hopefully, can develop

islation to correct those flaws and it has another advan

e

n that sometimes these hearings cause those people in agencies
to realize that they had darn well better be straight
at giving answers, they had better come on

a e s

if
ster with

he answers and be honest with those answers.
We

dealt with agencies, some very good agenc es

some very good people in state government, and we

wi

e who play games with answers and we have begun to r
those who ...

nize

t there is a subcommittee in the environmental

safety and toxic materials committee that is going to be
studyi

, mainly studying, alternative technologies.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

That's what I'm interest

content of this meeting today has been almost,

in.
for

scussed composting, the focus has been on waste-to-ener
i

ities.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's why we call it ...
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guy

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

There are other technologies.

It's

like the guy said; this doesn't have to be considered a problem.
It can be considered a resource.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, you can imagine that if we had

a full day's hearing on just that one subject.

We put together a

subcommittee in my committee that will do an extensive
alternative ...

•

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

That's what we need is a state

study committee.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

Well, we have that and you ...
Excuse me.

Is that the same

committee that Joyce Mason is involved in or is she someone else?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No, she isn't a member of the

Legislature.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Okay.
A member of this committee is Lucy

Killea and she is an assemblywoman from San Diego and she will
chair the subcommittee.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
I forgot to say before.

I'd like to say one more thing that

The waste-to-energy plants will not do

away with your landfill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We clearly see that that was the

intention of the sanitation district, they intend to have both.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

The answer to that is, what are

they going to do with their ash?
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Welle that came out ver

voices).

t

TANNER:

Well, they weren t

are thinking

t

very much ladies
s

s

i

all day.

We are now

oOo
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f

11

t
jour

i

